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Nightmare on Ezra Street
Students facing
new landlord;
possible rent hike
Dillon Moore
While eases of manipulative landlords might
be common at Legal Resources, a recent
incident is remarkable simply for the num-
ber of tenants affected - a possible 120 stu-
dents.
According to Jeffrey Kroeker of Legal
Resources, a number of students have been
panicking over a recent property sale and
change of landlords and their new expecta-
tions.
Bill Weber, a former landlord for a num-
ber of properties on Ezra, Albert, and
Spruce Streets retired and sold his proper-
ties to studenthouses.ca. The new landlords
indicated the change in ownership just prior
to the holiday season. According to Kroeker,
when tenants arrived back this January, they
were greeted with notices requiring them to
notify the new landlords whether or not
they intended to stay on another year by
Friday the 11th or 18th of January.
Kroeker also says that combined with
pressure caused by the short-notice was the
jaw-dropping increase in rent - in some
cases up to a 40% increase. While Kroeker is
awaiting confirming documentation from
the tenants, he is at this point giving them
the legal information they need to protect
themselves from getting swindled.
Most importantly, if a tenant has leased a
property for a year and they choose to exer-
cise their right to stay on, the subsequent
yearly increase in rent can be no more than
the percentage determined by an annual
cabinet decision of the provincial govern-
ment. In this case, the provincial govern-
ment set rent controls at 5-9% yearly. While
a landlord can charge whatever rent they
want when a new tenant takes over, so long
as the old tenant remains, the rent control
applies. Tenants who have completed a year-
long lease can also choose to go on a
month-to-month basis to pay their rent.
With this in mind, a student who
receives a notice of this sort could notify
their landlord in writing that under the pro-
visions of the Tenant Protection Act, they
intend to exercise their right to continue to
stay in the property after their original lease
is up, on a month-to-month basis with only
the 5.9% (yearly) increase in rent. They
would not in any way be required to sign a
new lease. There are also options for those
who have already signed to the higher rent.
Legal Resources is also concerned that
misconceptions about laws might lead to
trouble for those seeking new leases. If a
landlord put a property up for lease but
Women's hockey take
road show to Finland
Kristen lipscombe
A
While most Laurier students spent
their holidays at home sleeping
away and recovering from exams,
the members of the women's
hockey team barely had time to
catch their breath before lacing up
their skates and hitting the ice in
preparation for the latter half of
the season.
On December 26th, the Lady
Hawks embarked on the adven-
ture of a lifetime, traveling to
Northern Europe to face off
against three Finnish squads, as
well as to absorb an incredible cul-
tural experience,
"Hockey was the primary rea-
son we went," said Head Coach
Bill Bowker of the team's daily
practices in Finland.
Although the team was with-
out almost forty bags of luggage
for the first three days of the
excursion, upon the recovery of
their belongings and after over-
coming jet lag the Laurier women
were eager to play their first game.
On December 29th, the Hawks
played Tampere at Finland's
Vierumaki Sports Institute.
Tampere is a Ist Division team and
includes
many players with experi-
ence in the international arena.
The Golden Hawks played
with intensity, forcing the game
into an overtime shootout when
neither team could break the 3-3
tie by the end of the third period.
Despite Laurier's impressive
efforts, Tampere managed to pull
off the win, defeating the Hawks 2-
0 in the shootout when Laurier
ran out of shooters after four
attempts.
The second game of their
Finland trek was played against an
HPK squad. The Lady Hawks came
out strong, dominating the ice
from the first drop of the puck to
the closing of the third. Laurier
walked away with a 7-1 victory
over HPK, feeling confident and
enthusiastic about entering their
final game, where they would face
off against their toughest competi-
tion of the trip.
On January 3rd Laurier chal-
lenged the Finnish National Team,
2002 Olympics contenders.
"Finland's conditioning is out-
standing," said Bowker of the Fins'
national force. "We were in shock
because of the speed of the
game."
In first period action, the
Golden Hawks gave up four goals
to the highly skilled Finns.
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I've never st:-en such a Finnish-looking team. f've gotta lose this skin I'm no priso ned in.
My cheatin' heart
Universitytopurchase in ernet
serviceinan efforttopr vent
studentdishonesty
Jennifer Martin
It came as a surprise to Simon
Fraser University administrators
when 47 students were discovered
to have cheated on a third-year
business economics course. Some
students gave identical answers for
papers
that were to be worth 25%
of their final marks and were dis-
covered by a faculty member who
recognized similarities between the
papers and an old report.
Though 69 students were origi-
nally suspected of plagarising the
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assignment, 22
were cleared after
investi g a t i on,
leaving over 10%
of the class as
alleged cheaters.
The remaining 4
7
students have
been issued let-
ters recommend-
ing that each of
them receive a
c ■1 • 1 „ • -
failing grade in the course.
Students will be allowed an
opportunity to respond to the alle-
gations and, after this response,
the department of economics may
pursue alternate penalties. The stu-
dents may also be required to stand
before an academic tribunal, the
body that has the power to order a
suspension or expulsion.
As a result of the incident at
Simon Fraser, Laurier s Vice-
President: Academics Dr. Rowland
Smith explains that the University
"We had been
toying with the
idea of getting
Turn It In," says
Smith, "and
now we feel
we have to."
has elected to purchase the servic-
es of turnitin.com. Essays are fed
into a program that
that searches
the internet and a private database
of submitted papers and then
returns them with any copied or
paraphrased sections highlighted
and linked to the original source.
"We had been toying with the idea
of getting Turn It In," says Smith,
"and now we feel we have to."
As in any other university, any
form of cheating at Laurier is dealt
with through penalties that fall in a
.gradient that cor-
responds to the
seriousness of
the offence.
Infractions
include submit-
ting a piece of
work for more
than one course,
plagarism, cheat-
ing, and imper-
sonating another
person tor an exam or test.
Sanctions for such actions include
repeating the course, failure on the
assignment, suspension, expulsion
or revocation of the degree or
diploma.
Though Dr. Smith does feel that
"cheating is a high-profile issue,"
he does not think that the situation
at Simon Fraser will curb cheating
in universities because "students
don't expect to be caught when
they cheat."
Continued on Page 3...
Continued on Page 22...
Continued on Page 2...
Nor will Laurier's cheating penalties be
adjusted in light of recent events, since "you
can't have a more serious penalty than
expulsion."
In some ways
Dr. Smith believes that
part of the problem of plagarism arises
from
the fact that working together as a group is
often presented as an integral and necessary
aspect of the education system and the uni-
versity experience. "In many professional
schools teamwork and group work are
bandied about as ideals," he says. Thus,
cheating is "not a surprising consequence of
students who are told to work together."
However, Dr. Smith also believes that
there are strong cultural issues that may
lead students to use plagarism as a means to
maintain their marks. "We have a cultural
problem with how we measure success," he
claims. Some students hold to the idea that
they have a uniform right to be successful
and that their final grade, not the knowledge
they have gained, is the verification of their
success.
But, as he points out, this idea of a uni-
form right is not typically extended beyond
academics. Though a football player who
routinely fumbles or a music student who
misses notes will not remain long on a team
or in a performance group, those who can-
not perform academically may still feel enti-
tled and use cheating to bolster their marks.
In addition, after paying fees and pur-
chasing texts some students may perceive
themselves as clients of the university they
are attending, and thus feel entitled to a cer-
tain mark or grade level. In both cases, stu-
dents may want to cheat, or even feel that
cheating is their right, in order to ensure
they achieve the desired mark.
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New planning underway
Executive and Governance Committee asks for input from Laurier
constituents, prepares to discuss submissions in March.
Dillon Moore
The University administration,
faced with a changing educational
environment, has decided to cre-
ate a new planning direction for
the future of Laurier.
The Executive and Governance
Committee of the Board of
Governors put out a call in
December, asking interested mem-
bers of the different Laurier con-
stituent groups for recommenda-
tions on what shape they think the
planning should take.
Laurier has operated for years
on earlier strategies mapped out in
various plans, including the Laurier
of the Future plan first put in place
in 1998, which was meant to guide
action into 2003. Long-range aca-
demic plans approved by Senate
on December 7, 2000 and work by
the Growth and capacity Steering
Committee has also been the basis
of the University's strategic direc-
tion.
In the past few months, con-
cern has been voiced - most loud-
ly by the Students' Union - that
these original plans were not ade-
quately dealing with the issues that
Laurier was facing. Laurier has had
significantly more students enroll
than the plan originally specified; a
problem that will probably only
become more pressing in the next
few years as the "double cohort"
graduates, and as the amount of
people at university age reaches a
peak. Additionally, the instability
of the economy and political con-
cerns have made some of the earli-
er forecasts less reliable, and less
useful.
Since December 19th, a link
has been on the Laurier website
(www.wlu.ca) leading to the
request for submissions, which are
due by January 21st. The link had
been placed in the archives for
some time, after being on the
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home page for a
period in
December, but
this week was
moved back
onto the home
page so that the
larger amount of
traffic the site
receives while classes are in ses-
sion would be able to see that sub-
missions were being called for.
The Students' Union has
already presented their recom-
mendations in an unsolicited
report they issued weeks ago. Dave
Wellhauser, Executive Vice-
...political concerns
have made some of
the earlier forecasts
less reliable, and
less useful.
President: University Affairs
applauds the efforts of the Board
of Governors in seeking input from
the various stakeholders of the
university.
"I would encourage faculty and
students to sub-
mit their ideas,"
he said, adding,
"I expect that
members of the
faculty, as well as
deans and
departments will
have ideas to
share."
Wellhauser points to questions
over funding as the main barrier to
planning the future of the universi-
ty, saying, "the university must be
prepared to go forward when
answers about funding come."
In looking ahead to the discussion
process that will take place when
the submissions are collected,
Wellhauser is hopeful that the
Board of Governors will be willing
to give the Senate - the academic
wing of administration - more say
over the decisions that are made.
"A lot of planning should hap-
pen in Senate: Academic
Planning," he says. "I'm interested
to see what Senate thinks...it
might be good if the Board of
Governors empowers Senate to
make some of these decisions.
Rowland Smith has done an excel-
lent job with his deans, and he has
excellent ideas on how to move
forward."
In March, a town hall meeting
will be held to discuss the ideas
brought forward in the submis-
sions, and to discuss other con-
cerns.
Go-Karting for
charity
Martin Kuebler
WLU students will be racing for charity next
week, taking part in L.U.C.K.'s first fund-
raising event of the new year.
On January 16th, L.U.C.K. (Laurier
University Charity Kouncil) will be sponsor-
ing a go-kart racing competition at Prokart
Raceways in Toronto. The proceeds will
benefit Youth Assisting Youth, a non-profit
peer-mentoring delin-~[
quency program for
children aged 6-15.
Y.A.Y. Fundraising
Assistant Paul Shantz
believes that L.U.C.K.'s
efforts will help to pro-
mote the 26-year-old
organization.
'There's such a neg-
ative perception about!
youth today," said
Shantz. "Y.A.Y. is a program run by youth,
for youth. It shows the positive things that
youth do."
The Toronto-based organization recruits
volunteers, aged 16-29, from churches, high
schools and universities. Volunteers meet
with "at risk" youth and their families, pro-
TAY. is a
program run
by youth,
for youth. It
shows the
positive things
that youth do."
viding a positive role model for children
experiencing social, emotional, or behav-
ioral problems.
Interested students are invited to sign
up at the L.U.C.K. booth
: the concourse.
Teams of six racers will b llowed to com-
pete for three hours, receiving points for
every heat won. Points may also be bought
by making donations. The team with the
most points at the end of the event will
| receive the first-place
prize, valued at $500.
Participants will
also have the opportu-
nity to make money
through the fundraising
option, receiving one
dollar for every three
dollars raised for the
Y.A.Y.
The cost for the
evening event is $30,
which includes bus transportation to
Toronto and three hours racing time.
Refreshments will also be available.
For more information on L.U.C.K.'s go-
karting fundraiser or the Y.A.Y. program,
contact Paul Shantz at
p_shantz@hotmail.com.
The Right to Cheat?
Continued from page 1
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Important Notice
W LUSIW LUSP Nomination Package Clarification
The package should read as follows:
- The Turret Nightclub
OTHER INFORMATION - Wilf's Pub
- The Centre Spot
All candidates for WLUSU should be - Harvey's Restaurant
advised that upon election to
the WLUSU - The Terrace Cafe/Yogen Fruz
Board of Directors they would be unable - The Golden Wok Stir Fry
to continue or seek employment at any - The Pita Shack
of WLUSU's profit centres as of May Ist,
2002. These include:
the current occupants did not want to
leave, the individual who signs a new lease
hoping to take over the property would
have no legal recourse if the tenants in-
place decided they wanted to stay. The new
leaseholder would simply have no claim on
the lease.
While Legal Resources is available to
give information on any sort of legal matter,
they specialize in the Tenant Protection Act.
Kroeker says that students with any sort of
question about their lease should bring all
of the documentation they can with them
to the Legal Resources office on the 3rd
floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre.
They can also contact him at
jkroeker@wlu.ca
Kristi Edwards, who is also involved
with Legal Resources, shared some infor-
mation about an upcoming contest, called
"Lousy Landlord, Horrible Houses," which
will likely be offering some interesting
prizes for the winner. Details will be forth-
coming.
School takes break, news continues
Some of the important stories that took place during December
Library hours extended
In response to the recent issue
of
"Partnership for Sustainable
Growth," student representatives
have asked for, and have been
granted an increase in library
hours for the winter 2002 term.
Though the hours of opening
for Laurier's library rank in the
upper
third of Canadian universi-
ties, students complained that
since residences were crowded
and noisy, alternative study space
was needed.
$7500 has been made available
to the library for this term to sup-
port the extended hours and sta-
tistics gathered this term will be
used to determine the most opti-
mal hours for the library next year.
For the 2002/2003 year $15,000
will be added to the library's hours
to support continued extended
library hours.
Collective agreement to be rat-
ified
With a vote of 77 in favour and 3
opposed, members of the Part-
time Bargaining Unit accepted a
motion to initiate the ratification
vote on a new agreement with the
Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty
Association.
The agreement, which applies
to part-time faculty and librarians,
makes both
groups voting member
of the University Faculty Council,
and lets them have elected repre-
sentatives on Faculty and Library
Councils as well as at department
meetings. Part-time faculty will
gain seniority status and the right
to a cancellation fee should a
course be cancelled after the con-
tract is signed. The new agreement
also introduced pay raises and
benefits to certain groups of staff
and will be in effect until August
31, 2004.
Construction
Although construction is moving
along at a rapid pace, the comple-
tion date of the new arts C-wing
has been postponed for 6 weeks
due to the late delivery of building
materials for windows. Drywall,
painting and flooring cannot be
completed until the space can be
kept warm and dry with windows.
The Schlegel Centre for entre-
prenurial studies is on schedule
and, in some areas, ahead of
schedule as reinforced concrete
work was completed ahead of
schedule. Foundations for the
exterior elevator and stair tower
have been completed at the
library, and excavation for the new
316 bed residence on Seagram
Drive has been completed on
schedule with the foundations just
being laid. Construction on the
dining hall has also been started
with the minimal loss of a few
parking spaces and the work
should be largely completed by
April. Next on the schedule is a
new teaching building, four stories
tall, in planning stages and slated
for completion by September,
2003.
Hirret renewal project
With respect to the remodeling of
the Turret scheduled to take place
this summer, a short-term propos-
al for turret renovations will be
created within the next three
weeks. An analysis of the universi-
ty's debt position over the next
seven years has been developed,
which will guide what renovation
options are, and recommendations
about which projects to develop in
the short, medium and long-term
will be forthcoming.
Annual report released
For the year ending April 30, 2001
Laurier's revenue for 2001 totaled
(in thousands) $101, 553, up from
$91,355 in 2000. However, after
expenses amounting to $107,711,
$6,158 was lost last year, up con-
siderably from the $401 lost in
2000. A large increase in expenses
occurred for pension plan and
post-retirement benefits, and was
coupled with smaller increases
with cost of goods sold, scholar-
ships and bursaries and salaries.
Additional revenue was brought in
via government grants, students
academic fees, grants, contracts
and donations and amortization of
deferred capital contributions.
Colossal culinary club enroll-
ment
Ratified as a campus
club at the
beginning of November, the
Culinary Arts Club has since
gained an unprecedented number
of members totaling over 100.
Compiled byJennifer Martin
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WLU - We Line Up
Office ofRegistrar and Board ofDirectors work together
to create less waiting time for students at 202 Regina
Dillon Moore
The start-of-semester visit to 202 Regina
Street is a ritual that most Laurier students
could do without.
A twice-annual tradition for some, a
curse to be avoided at all costs for others,
the lineups for the student awards and regis-
trar's office have been known to stretch to
incredible lengths. This semester, however,
some progress in making the wait shorter
seems to have been made, thanks to the
efforts of those who work in 202 Regina, and
to the efforts of some of the Board of
Directors.
Last fall, during frosh week, Director
James Court went to 202 Regina to see what
sort of wait time could be expected by those
lining-up for student awards and course
add/drops. He wasn't encouraged to find
that some students were spending as much
as 3 hours in line.
After learning what he could about the
processes that take place, he became part of
the WWLU (We Won't Line Up) campaign in
an effort to reduce the difficulties that stu-
dents face when going to 202 Regina at the
start of the year.
Originally Court suggested a numbering
system, where people could take a number
and come back later when it would be closer
to their turn in line. Members of the Board
of Directors also spent some time making
sure that those in line knew what they would
need when they got to the front of the line.
This semester, Court again visited 202
Regina and asked people how long their wait
had been. The wait for the registrar's office,
although no numbering system had been
introduced, seemed to be much better, with
the average wait time around 15 minutes.
The wait for student awards remained very
long at times, however, with people experi-
encing waits between forty minutes and two-
and-a-half hours.
While the registrar's office had extra
wickets open to
deal with more people
faster, the student awards office was ham-
pered by the greater amount of time that
each person visiting the office required to
deal with their business. There was also, at
times, a marked difference between the two
windows, which were meant to divide the
cases in half alphabetically by last name. As it
was impossible to predict what ratio of last
names would be waiting at any given point
of the day, there could be a great discrepan-
cy in the numbers waiting in each line.
Court commended Pauline Wong and the
staff at 202 Regina for their efforts, saying
that the wait was just due to the fact that
they needed more help. He pointed out that
the business office was always well staffed
even though demand for the functions per-
formed there were dwarfed by the demand
for the other two offices during the start of a
semester. Court suggested that perhaps with
some volunteer help and better allocation of
human resources, 202 Regina might not be
the tedious experience it often is.
Change is being looked at that might
alter the system forever. There has been talk
of putting most of the process online, a solu-
tion that might save students a large amount
of time and hassle.
Landlord
problems
...Continaed from Cover
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Big ol' Bag o' Crime
MEDICAL ASSIST
1315 HRS TUE NOV 27/01
A WLU student was assisted to Health
Services when he slipped off a ramp at the
Peters Building and twisted his ankle.
INDECENT ACT
0130 HRS WED NOV 28/01
A WLU student reported that she was
approached on Hazel St between Hickory
and Columbia by a male who had his hands
down the front of his trousers. The student
ran to a friend's residence but was not fol-
lowed by the male. Waterloo Regional Police
are investigating.
MISCHIEF
WED NOV 28/01
Person(s) unknown knocked over a number
of recycle bins in the Nichols Ctre stairwell
thereby smashing a number of bottles.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITING
1500 HRS THU NOV 29/01
Library staff reported a male person handing
out sign language cards asking for money.
The Library and surrounding areas were
checked but the individual could not be
found.
FALSE FIRE ALARM
2300 HRS THU NOV 29/01
Person(s) unknown caused a fire alarm in
the basement of the Arts A Wing by activat-
ing a pull station. There was no sign of
smoke or fire. A student in a nearby room
reported hearing the voices of some intoxi-
cated males in the hallway indicating that
they were going to pull the alarm. The area
was searched but they were not found.
MISCHIEF
0300 HRS SAT DEC 01/01
Person(s) unknown turned over a number of
picnic tables in the Nichols Ctre Quad caus-
ing damage to one of them.
NOISE COMPLAINT
0405 HRS SUN DEC 04/01
An officer responded to Willison Field after
receiving a complaint that a number of peo-
ple were making a lot of noise. On arrival
everything was found to be quiet and the
revellers were gone.
MISCHIEF
0300 HRS SUN DEC 02/01
While on patrol an officer found that some-
one had pulled the vine at the front of the
Aird Building down from the wall.
CAUSE DISTURBANCE
2215 HRS FRINOV 30/01
An officer dispersed a group of youths from
the front of the Grad Pub who appeared to
be preparing to fight.
MISCHIEF
2110 HRS SUN DEC 02/01
Person(s) unknown had written some graffi-
ti on the walls in the area of P2038 & P3038
in the Peters Building.
THEFT UNDER $5000
0240 HRS MON DEC 03/01
A WLU student was caught in possession of
four plastic patio chairs in Lot 7. He admit-
ted taking them from the rear of a house on
Bricker Ave. The matterwill be forwarded to
the Judicial Affairs Council.
MISCHIEF
0115 HRS MON DEC 03/01
A UW student was observed kicking at the
gate arms at lot 20. He was issued a trespass
warning and escorted off campus.
NOISE COMPLAINT
0250 HRS MON DEC 03/01
Officers responded to Laurier place after
receiving a complaint of a group of people
being noisy. On seeing the security vehicle
they went back into their residence. No fur-
ther action was required.
MISCHIEF
0115 HRS MON DEC 03.01
A U of W student was observed kicking at
the gate arms at lot 20. He was evicted from
campus and
issued a trespass warning. Gate
arms were not broken.
NOISE COMPLAINT
0250 HRS MON DEC 03.01
Officers responded to a report of a group of
people making a lot of noise at Laurier Place.
On arrival, the group broke up and returned
to their residence. No further action was
required.
THEFT UNDER $5000
1150 HRS MON DEC 03/01
Bookstore staff reported a male person leav-
ing the store with some items without pay-
ing. The matter is under investigation.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON
1150 HRS TUE DEC 04/01
An officer responded to the parking lot at
University Place after receiving a report that
a male was going through the lot looking
into car windows. On arrival, the individual
was gone
and could not be found.
ASSIST POLICE
1220 HRS THU DEC 06/01
Officers responded to the corner of King &
University after receiving a report from
Regional Police of a group of youths
involved in an altercation on the grass area
by the AC. On arrival Regional Police were
speaking to two males and the rest of the
group were gone. No further action was
required.
MEDICAL ASSIST
0910 HRS THU DEC 06/01
An ambulance was called for an individual at
the Science Building who was experiencing
abdominal pains. He was transported to hos-
pital via ambulance.
ASSIST POLICE
1315 HRS SAT DEC 08/01
Regional Police called requesting assistance
in locating a mentally challenged male who
had gone missing. WLU officers located the
individual in the Concourse area. He was
turned over to Regional Police to be
returned to his residence.
THEFT UNDER $5000
DEC 14/01 - DEC 19/01
Person(s) unknown broke into a vending
machine in Little House and MacDonald
House and removed a quantity of coins.
FIRE DEPT RESPONSE
0455 HRS THU DEC 20/01
Waterloo Fire dept responded to a report of
an alarm at Conestoga House. The cause of
the alarm was a detector that had become
dislodged. It is unknown if this was done
intentionally or by accident. There was no
fire.
BREAK, ENTER & THEFT
DEC 19/01 - JAN 04/02
Person(s) unknown broke into a residence
in Conestoga House and removed a comput-
er, VCR, stereo equipment and a cordless
phone.
BREAK ENTER & THEFT
DEC 11/01 - DEC 12/01
There were four break-ins to various areas
on campus. Counseling Services, Graduate
Studies, a Media Technology Storage Room
and a Faculty office were broken into. Some
petty cash was taken from Counseling, two
computers, two monitors and a lap top com-
puter were taken from Graduate Studies, a
video projector was taken from the MTR
storage room and a small quantity of money
was taken from the faculty office. Waterloo
regional Police Forensic Identification Unit
was called in and Regional Police are investi-
gating the break-ins.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITING
0940 HRS TUE DEC 11/01
Two females were warned about going door
to door at Laurier Place.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITING
1342 HRS TUE DEC 11/01
An officer responded to a complaint from a
staff member at 202 Regina regarding some-
one attempting to sell subscriptions there.
The individual could not be located.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITING
1355 HRS TUE DEC 11/01
An officer responded to the Concourse area
after receiving a complaint that two males
were handing out business cards indicating
that they were deaf mutes and requesting a
donation. They were not located.
MEDICAL ASSIST
1110 HRS WED DEC 12/01
An ambulance was called for a resident stu-
dent who had fallen out of her bunkbed and
injured her ankle.
FIRE DEPT RESPONSE
1500 HRS WED DEC 12/01
The fire dept was called in response to a fire
alarm at Bricker residence. There was no
fire. The alarm was caused by a faulty detec-
tor.
NOISE COMPLAINT
0305 HRS THU DEC 13/01
An officer responded to a noise complaint at
the Willison Hall main doors. On arrival no
one was there.
MISCHIEF
WED DEC 12/01 - THU DEC 13/01
Person(s) unknown broke off the exit button
at one of the doors at the Science Building.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITING
1530 HRS THU DEC 13/01
Two non-university males were evicted from
campus after they were observed stopping
students and trying to sell stereo speakers.
TRESPASS
0305 HRS FRI DEC 14/01
Person(s) unknown entered the new resi-
dence construction site at Seagram & Lester
and turned on the lights of two construction
tractors.
THEFT UNDER $5000
THU DEC 13/01 - FRI DEC 14/01
Person(s) unknown broke into a vending
machine in the Peters Building.
FILE
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Tired of giving
your all and
getting nowhere? 9SH
Maybe it's time
for a change...
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■'mvririsiinw Vou could LUIN* lof 5 trips to Florida
By-
for Spring Break!
l-« ■<> i" i.l-*: .<■>«> <•<!■ j
z
% - Jy ■0^rr check out www.treakawaytours.com.
112 ||§'* 'Contest detailsare posted on tfioteefcom
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'>::« 112 '; Kt MjiGpZr on line contest closes January27,2002.
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In Kitchener's new Cable Customer Service Department. It is well within your grasp with Rogers
H r'pj- 4( sgs M Cable Inc., Canada's leading provider of cable television service and high speed Internet access via cable
A JEL_ ~ *-* jMm. 112B modem. Our unprecedented growth in Kitchener has created tremendous career opportunities for those
/* l W anC ' t0 '3e est -
Kit I fiIIIIIIVI i JsHpr *£ ■ •Do you excel at providing superior customer service?
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112
■ •Do you have excellent communication and interpersonal skills?
,fl| m ■ •Do you enjoy the challenge of working in a dynamic call centre environment?
S:S:Sr»., 1 L I -Do you possess a demonstrated sales ability?
including the Ultra Budget fekliHHUs B
* Are y°u ,ook' n9 *or evening (up to 9pm), weekend or holiday shifts?
camping tours - a Travel cuts Eimbgggy* I * Are you available to attend evening training starting in January, February,
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fV ■ | B| It you answered YES to these questions, and are looking for a flexible work schedule, then Rogers
#
I Mm WBmm H Cable Inc. has a great opportunity for YOU!
COFlf'lici 112 -Wm ■PliJP' Hr
I
jk Hp: n Our downtown Kitchener Call Centre currently has openings lor:
"TRAVELCUIS I|| I full and part-time customer service consultants
Canada's st uric lit travel experts! j|
Wilfred Laurier University. $14.05/hr + benefits
Fred Nichols Campus Centre, JfP
3rd Floor 'r -f-' H Rogers Cable Inc. will be onsite conducting interviews January 22
nd and 23 rd
. Only those
886-8228 H
selected will be contacted for an interview.
Forselet'ed early departures from Rogers Cable Inc. offers a career with endless opportunity as part of Rogers Communications
o°niy,
n
othel'ray fo-o"tT B Inc., which includes Rogers Wireless Inc., Rogers Cable Inc., Rogers Media Inc., and Rogers
Titles. Must be paid,n full by :|||' jj| H QhfllAH CW\/irPQ
March 31/02. Weekend surcharges, : I|§| Ollalou
ocivil.cs.
taxes, and other government fees
student"ktentitv'card'os"ic)'° H If you are interested in becoming a part of the Rogers team, please E-mail your resume quoting
drop
iKdS,ric,ions aPP V - I lob #014761 ' t0: kwhitel @rci.rogers.com, or fax your resume to (519) 585-2445.
www.travelcuts.coni |
An Equal Opportunity Employer
™Rogers Communications Inc. Used under License.
Could this man be the next Student
Publications Human Resources Manager?
75th
anniversary ;|J*
X v" 1
date: february 2nd 2002 \/W
come one, come all 1 *
for booty shaking fun Yes'
get a coupon for a But so can you!!
FREE Panzerotti from
Just swlng by the student Publlcations offlce and pick up
Morty's at the door ;) application as soon as possible. Hiring ends he last
week of January.
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EVERGREEN PLAZA. .
Your chojce of pose ,
& W 370 Highland Road, *8 to 12 proofs to choose from (ready in 24 hours)
1 KITCHENER
1
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Volunteers Needed for the $2.99 +tax I
Graduate Executive Committees /\/ Limited Time Offer, Coupon Required
Help Plan the Formal Dance ~o Call 888-1039 For Delivery L. I
and Weekend Events I 160 University Aven. (University Shops Plaza) g
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Pita & Pop Pita & Pop Pita & Pop «r i
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Come to the meeting on Limited Time Limited Time Limited
Time
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QUALITY STUDENT RENTALS
Great Houses! Great Locations!
Now renting for 2002/2003. ■oPHfl|
First come first serve!
• Close to campus (Ezra, Bricker, King) • Two bathrooms
• 4 to 8 bedroom houses O Large living room
• Large bedrooms * Parking
• Full size kitchens • Laundry facilities
Phone
Emait
885-9145 info@studenthouses.ca
THE
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The tie ihat binds since 1926
A Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publication
Third Floor, Fred Nichols Campus Centre
75 University Avenue West,
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5
(519) 884-1970 ext. 3564
Fax: (519) 883-0873
Advertising: (519) 884-1970 ext. 3560
www.wlusp.com
e-mail: cord@wlusp.com
At least say vaginas.
Nicole Kozicki
Editorial Staff
Editor-in-Chief Matthew Cade
News Editors Jennifer Martin
Dillon Moore
Opinion Editor Amy Wright
Entertainment Editors Lynnette Vis aya
Amanda Fitzpatrick
Sports Editors Wilbur McLean
Mariana Hrkac
International Editor John Carlaw
Features Editor Tannis Fenton
Student Life Editor Kevin Klein
Business Editor Chris Jacobson
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Classified Coordinator Michelle McCulloch
On-Line Editor David Field
Production Assistants Nick Solowski
Raymond Sun Kit On Carol Rich
Anna Gunny Michael Jon Kaiser
Dan Heilbrunn
Copy Editors Debra Siemens
Chris Clemens Heidi Sundwall
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Keystone Editors-ln-Chief Lynette Clarke
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Terri Ramsawack, Sean Geobey, David Henderson, Peter
Jorg, Moez Bawania, Adam Ginzinger, Kiran Kharoud, Uncon
Valjean, Noah Deszca, Byron Pascoe. all the student life writ-
ers who helped out Kevin this week, Kristen Lipscombe, Gish,
Wu-Tang Clan, Dillon's new haircut, Mariana's impression of
herself when she saw Wayne in Toronto, my schedule for leav-
ing me with three days of fun per week The Whitest Album
evah, Cade for the new weird thing his hair is doings The Cord
office for having a severe lack of computers, Diet Pepsi for
the impact ifs made on life, The Facts of Life for rocking my
world, the 90210 episode where the girls join a sorority, and
thanks to Ani Difranco for her song "Not Angry Anymore."
LETTERS POLICY:
•All letters must be signedandsubmitted with the author's name, student identification
number, and telephonenumber.
•All letters will be printed with the author 's name. Letters can be printed without the
author's name with permission from the EIC.
• The Cord comes outon Wednesdays. Letters must be received by Tuesdayat 12:30,
on disk, or via e-mailat letters@wlusp.com.
• Letters must be typedoreasily legible, double spacedand cannot exceed 350 words.
• The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will be corrected.
• The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter; in whole or in part, that is in violation
of existing Cord policies.
The Cord will not print anything that is racist, sexist, or homophobic
in nature, as
deemedby the staffas a voting body. The Cordwill not print personal attacks or defam-
atory statements. The Cord willnot print anything in violationof its Code ofEthics, out-
lined in The Cord Constitution. Cord subscription rates are $20.00per term tor address-
es within Canada. The Cord is printed by Hamilton Web Printing. All commentary is
strictly the opinion of the writerand doesnot necessarily
reflect thatof the Cord staff, the
editorialboard, or WLU StudentPublications.
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Beyond the label
Hamilton Web Printing is responsible for
The Cord's magical transformation from
a digital file to newsprint each week.
The female employees whose job it is to
place inserts into the various papers
printed by this company have claimed
they are being paid substantially less
than their male counterparts. The
employee strike has yet to be resolved.
This comes as no real surprise, as
women are routinely paid 70 cents to
every
male dollar. However, it serves as
an example of the ever-declining state of
ethical business practices. The shady
world of big business is beginning to
invade every sphere of our lives.
I cannot begin to fathom how many
millions of dollars have been invested
into companies who make a habit of
exercising monopolistic practices, abus-
ing their power, or mistreating their
employees. Somehow the sweatshops of
Saipan are forgotten as a denim-clad
Sheryl Crow strums her guitar in a holi-
day GAP commercial. A Nike Indonesian
shoeworker earning $1.25 per day sim-
ply isn't important compared to watch-
ing a swoosh-laden Tiger Woods win mil-
lions of dollars for swinging a golf club.
Adidas, Benneton, Disney, GAP, Levi-
Strauss, Liz Claiborne, Mexx, Nike,
Reebok and Triumph are only a few of
the better-known companies that have
been accused of owning sweatshops and
maintaining deplorable working condi-
tions for their foreign employees.
However, these companies really do not
seem to be suffering any permanent
financial damage as a result of their
questionable ethics. Sure, there is an
occasional protest from a grass-roots
Hie shady
world ofbig
business
is beginning
to invade
every sphere
of our lives.
group, or one or two articles that a cre-
ate a bit of bad publicity, but these are
soon smoothed over by the speedy
employment of a million-dollar public
relations firm, or the introduction a sexy
spring line.
Why don't we care? When did our
priorities experience such a reshuffling
that having the newest pair of basketball
shoes warranted the mistreatment of
hundreds of people? These companies
have become such masters at branding,
advertising and marketing that we are
subsequently blinded by our desire to
consume, consume, consume. I don't
pretend to be innocent. Everyday, I but-
ton up my winter jacket that originated
from one of the aforementioned compa-
nies, while making sure my neck stays
warm with a scarf from the same store. I
am just as guilty. Every time you pur-
chase something from a corrupt compa-
ny, it is an endorsement of their manner
of business. One purchase states that it
is perfectly acceptable for an employee
in a Honduran factory producing goods
for Wal-Mart to earn $0.43 an hour. And
this is just not right.
I can all but guarantee that The Cord
will not stop being printed at Hamilton
Web. Primarily because it's probably the
most cost-effective method of ensuring
the continuation of your student news-
paper. And that's the fundamental prob-
lem - despite their unfair business prac-
tices, these companies have what we
want. The issue that remains is what
exactly we are willing to sacrifice in
order to get it.
Amy Wright
Opinion Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of
the author and do not necessarily reflect those of
The Cord Staff, Ihe editorialboard, WLUSP orWtU.
LETTERS
COLOURBLIND
I was terribly disheartened by the con-
tent of "Seeing in Colour", the editorial
from the November 21st issue of the
Cord. "Seeing in Color" would seeming-
ly imply an acknowledgement that race
does in fact exist, (i.e. I am black, and
the author of the editorial obviously is
not) More importantly, the title of the
editorial would imply that there are cer-
tain inequalities in our society based on
this principle. This fact, unlike the
rationale of the Blue Jays decision in not
promoting Dave Stewart is not debat-
able. It can, and has been, both quanti-
tatively measured, and largely ignored.
What was even more appalling was
the large caption that stated "Until
minorities begin to help themselves, it
can't be expected that others will help
them." Clearly, despite efforts to "help
themselves," minorities are subject to
non-systematic discrimination in the job
market. Furthermore, this statement is
even more false in that it implies that
minorities like Stewart are seeking a
handout or the assistance of the domi-
nant culture. In reality, like most minori-
ties, Stewart only wanted a fair chance.
Another appalling claim was the dis-
-1 missal of the lack of minority represen-
tation in positions of power as being
'simply the way it's always been'. I feel
no need to elaborate. The claim that
7 minorities aren't actively pursuing upper
level positions in professional sports
management is not only void of any
• valid support, but it contradicts the
■ basic facts presented by the issue at
7 hand - Dave Stewart seeking the job of
s
Aassistant General Manager.
As a young black man who is totally
■- opposed to playing the 'race card' and
e who advocates the movement of minori-
ties to take responsibility for their own
futures, I must say that I am not at all
outraged by this editorial, just terribly
disappointed.
Shadrach Kabango
Editor's Note: The author of the Nov.
28th editorial was, and still is, black.
MARIJUANA MAN
As a former Cordie, I was amused to see
Caitlin Howlett's opinion piece, which
advocated a "zero tolerance" policy for
marijuana use by athletes, in the same
issue that contained an ad proudly
announcing Student Publications' 75-
year history.
If my years with Student Pubs are at
all representative, it is fair to say that
marijuana use among Student
Publication staff would not compare
favourably with its use in professional or
amateur athletics. Indeed, if smoking
pot made one ineligible to write for The
Cord, I seriously wonder whether the
University would now have the benefit
of 75 years of muck-raking editorials,
spelling-error riddled news reports, an
almost insane promotion of the largely
unlistenable music enjoyed only by
entertainment editors and their drug-
addled minions, good-natured jabs at
the Students' Union, outright attacks on
the University administration, fake clas-
sified ads and, generally, the pull-no-
punches student journalism that your
readers flip past every week as they try
to find Bag of Crime.
Although, I myself have returned
to town to practise law with a local firm,
I can confirm that any number of other
Cordies are now productive members of
society — some are even rumoured to
be journalists.
Michael A. van Bodegom
DISABILITY
In response to Ryan Weston's opinion
piece titled 'The Power of a Word', I
could not agree more. My brother has
special needs and I also work with spe-
cial needs individuals in the community.
With the eradication of derogatory
words such as 'retard', we can be one
step closer towards eliminating discrimi-
nation. However, I do have qualms with
Weston's use of the words 'developmen-
tal disabilities', because I do not believe
that a difference is a disability. Instead, I
feel the appropriate term is 'special
needs'. Perhaps you and others will
agree and
not only stifle the use of the
word 'retard', but will think twice about
the implications of the word 'disability.'
Disability is such a dis!
Jessica McColeman
HARRY IS DA MAN
I'm going to have to differ with Corwin
Leifso's comments concerning Harry
Potter. His article accuses Harry Potter
of promoting the idea that "sitting on
your ass and feeling sorry for your-
self. will lead to money
and a good
education. I don't agree. Harry seems to
maintain his love of humanity regardless
of his circumstances. He is a good and
pure individual - a trait that is enforced
throughout the film.
Harry Potter promotes self-respect,
personal dignity, as well as a love for
Continued on next page...
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others. Added on to these excellent ideals
are messages promoting the notion that
our elders may have something to teach us,
that studying is good and that everyone is
special.
I do not want to contradict the notion
that the movie was made to be a cash cow,
however I do think that Rowling's ideas
were translated to film very well. Please
don't be so quick to denounce films like
Harry Potter.
While Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory may have been Leifso's defining
movie, I have no problem with Harry
Potter having an influence on both children
and adults alike. Anything that promotes
good self-esteem, the love of both others
and learning is a welcome addition to a
society in need of more Harry Potters.
Nathan Hdfidge
All apologies
Sean Geobey
I have a policy of never apologiz-
ing for anything that I write in this
column. However, today I am
making an exception. I am truly
sorry. Why you say? Well, because
this is my worst column ever.
Of course I have endeavoured
to maintain the high standard of
excellence you have come to
expect from the Cord. Despite my
best efforts, this is
not the ideal writ-
ing time. For, like
you, I had a little
time away
from
school. The lean
mean academic
machine I was
before the break
has grown into a
rather useless ball of mental blub-
ber.
It does not help that this is the
most useless week of the entire
year.
In the first week of January,
unlike the first week of September,
memories of the last semester are
too fresh to make a delusional
"turning a new leaf" philosophy
seem reasonable.
On the other hand, all of the
negative aspects of the first week
It does not help
that this is the
most useless
week of the
entire year.
in September are still there. The
first classes in which professors
are bored and inattentive still
occur, as do those timetable mix-
ups and OSAP problems which
lead many a student into the
depths of 202 Regina Street.
There, students are subjected
to a punishment based on a little
known ancient Chinese torture
known as "The Line". This
involves placing a number of
undesirables such as convicts,
slaves or arts majors on a pointless
circular path. Every five minutes
the victim must walk one step for-
ward, with the promise of freedom
keeping them in motion. The tor-
ture concludes when one is turned
away from freedom because of the
gatekeeper's
lunch break.
Such gruelling
conditions might
strike one as
minor inconven-
iences. Fair
enough, yet a
minor inconven-
ience repeated a
thousand times ceases to be a
minor matter.
This is not to say that there
are not any silver linings to these
clouds. For one thing, you may
have a little extra time on your
hands this week. If you do, might
I suggest rereading this page a few
times? Compared to what you are
going through right now, the
worst column ever seems pretty
good, doesn't it?
Say hello, wave goodbye
Terri RamsawackOver the Christmas holidays I start-
ed to realize the pathetic routine
each of us engages in when we
return home and see those people
we used to call classmates.
Whether we go shopping or out on
the town, we see people who used
to be acquaintances, and engage
in somewhat mindless and unin-
teresting conversation. I often find
myself walking through malls or
other public places with my head
down in hope of not being seen.
Nevertheless, I get caught and am
sucked into reminiscent babble.
We all know that idle chit -chat
consists of a few common ques-
tions like: How's it going? Are you
still in school? What school are you
at again? What are you taking
again? Have you seen so-and-so?
The answers to these questions
are so simple and so obvious that
there is no way they can spark an
intelligent conversation. I mean
what can you go on to talk about?
Why are they fine? Where is
Queen's again? Give me a break. If
I wanted such an uninteresting,
plain conversation, I might as well
talk to a wall. It is difficult though,
because the minute you begin to
ask more in-depth questions, the
answers are avoided and an excuse
to leave is made. I laugh, especial-
ly when the other person is the
one who initiated the discussion.
I am not so
sure that it is
in our nature
to be this nice.
It seems almost unnecessary to
talk to such people. I am not so
sure that it is in our nature to be
this nice. Well, at least I don't feel
it is in mine. I dread seeing these
people. I feel as though it is a
waste of time having these conver-
sations. I don't enjoy putting on a
fake persona just to seem vaguely
interested in what someone else is
doing. I find myself leaving these
conversations unimpressed and
feeling quite unlike myself - in
short, a phony jerk. I assume,
though, that the people who I
have these conversations with feel
the exact same way. Personally I'd
rather just give these people a
friendly, knowing smile or nod.
That way afterwards I could feel
more like myself and less like
someone else.
Don't get me wrong, there is
nothing crooked about these peo-
ple. It is just that their lives do not
impact or influence mine in any
way. I enjoy interacting with peo-
ple, but when I have nothing of
substance to say the conversation
seems worthless. I don't want to
seem like I am discouraging con-
versations between old friends. I
am just saving people the
heartache of having to admit that
they do not always want to talk to
people just to seem nice.
Sometimes a simple acknowledg-
ment will go a lot further.
SMOKE...EVERYDAY
I think it's absurd to propose that regulat-
ing bodies in sports should specifically out-
law the use of certain drugs just because
they're against the law. Exceeding the
speed limit and cheating on your income
tax return are illegal, too; should players be
fined
or suspended by their leagues for
speeding or dodging the IRS?
Punishments for these crimes are
already dealt with under the law, and
should not be redoubled by employers who
just want to "save face" and avoid tarnish-
ing their public image. A line needs to be
drawn between athletes' public and private
lives. Are NBA stars struttin' out onto the
court with 8-inch phatties dangling from
their mouths? No, nor should they. Let
them live their lives as they choose, and let
law enforcement deal with them should
they wind up getting caught.
Greg Smith
MONEY TALKS
Chris Jacobson's editorial piece "Making
ends meet" really brightened my day. I am
one of those students who after not qualify-
ing for OSAP this year is burning the candle
from both ends. I work two jobs and find
myself lucky if I have enough left over to
get a coffee to make it through a night
class,
Though there are times when I just
want to give up, in the end I do feel a great
sense of accomplishment. I did this, just
me, and I know that when the time comes
for me to accept my diploma, it is going to
mean all that much more. Thank you Chris,
it's nice to know that all this hardship that
I, and many other students go through day
after day doesn't go unnoticed.
Sherri Smith
NO LINES HERE
On the first Monday back, I had to go to
202 Regina to change my password so I was
able to access my marks. When I got there,
I was semi-thankful to the Ontario govern-
ment for not giving me OSAP, because I
didn't have to wait in that line. The line was
divided into two sections: A-L and M-Z.
There were many communication problems
as to where to go. Some students waited
only a half-hour, while one student waited
over two hours to get her OSAP informa-
tion. It took me only ten minutes and fifty-
seven seconds to get through the
Registrar's line, as they were doing a great
job getting students through.
Dave Wellhauser was at 202 Regina the
following day, and he and I both believe
the staff have done a great job in speeding
up the lines. Yet every single year, Student
Awards has the longest line. I always find it
strange that there never seems to be a line
at the Business Office. Yet for the first three
weeks there are three kiosks open, waiting
for the flood of people to line up and pay
their tuition and various other fees. Now I
have been here since the 20th century and
I can say that I have never seen that.
James Court
PAYIN' THE BILLS
I am writing in response to Chris jacobson's
editorial regarding the issue of financial
help from parents. I could not agree more
with Jacobson's point. I myself fit into the
middle ground as the primary contributor
to my education.
If I need help, my parents
are there for me.
However, I believe the article could
have been taken one step further. I think
that financial responsibility on the part of
the student has a positive effect on both
the student and the parent. Most students
attend university in hopes of one day
obtaining a high-paying job. We hope to be
able to provide for our own children, to be
able to rid them of financial worries when
they begin their post-secondary education.
This, however, is not helping the future
generation. It is hindering them. We should
realise that we will appreciate a more com-
fortable lifestyle later, due to our hard work
and financial struggles today.
Although it is always easier to take a
handout, the lesson we learn from doing
things ourselves is greater than any amount
of money.
Thank-you for your letter Chris,
Jenny Couse
THE LAST LETTER
Since I have no idea if what I'm saying is
offensive, I think everyone should just stop
talking and words should be banned. And
since gestures can be potentially offensive,
all human interaction in general should be
banned.
In conclusion, I'd like to apologize to all
Communications students for my years
of
verbal abuse, sarcastic outbursts and subtle
laughter after every comment you make.
I'm not really a snob... Ok, so I am, but this
term, I promise to at least know your name
before I start making fun of you...
Manny Weirdo
...Continued from last page
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Opinion enters the year 2002.
She's gonna be a crazy one.
opinion
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Some things are more important than having the right
brand of shoes.
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Awesome Leadership Opportunity!
Residence Life Staff 2002-2003
Are vow looking to gain some valuable leadership experience during your academic career?
Want to assist first year students
in their transition into university and residence life?
Apply to be a DON I
Not sure who, what, where, when* why and how to get involved?
Mark these important dates in your calendar for second semester!.
The 2002/2003 Residence Life Staff Selection Process
Information Sessions t
s?
Round Interviews
Wednesday January 16, 2002 Saturday, February 9, 2002
- Science Building
- Room IEL 5:30-6:30 p.m Sunday, February 10, 2002
- Science Building
Tuesday January 29. 2002
-Room 1 EI; 5:30-6:30 p.m 2
mi
Round Interviews
The week of February 25 to March 3, 2002
Applications Available -location
T.B.A.
Wednesday January 16. 2002 - I lousing Office
Final Offers
Applications Due Wednesday
March 6, 2002
Monday February 4, 2002 - Housing Office
Info Session for the 2001/2002 Res Life Staff
Sunday March 17, 2002
*s
For more information please call the Residence Life Office
*
I;■: :; : ■ : .■■:■■? at 884-0710, ext. 3617 : :
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Korea: Forever divided?
WLU exchange student to South Korea examines the prospect of reunification
Adam Ginzinger
The two Koreas, north and south,
are a people who share a common
history, language and culture that
have been separated for the past
fifty-seven years.
The issue of Korea's separa-
tion, and the possibility of reunifi-
cation brings out a wide variety of
viewpoints.
In order to understand why it is
such a contentious issue, one must
first understand a bit of the histor-
ical perspective involved.
Korea was effectively a
Japanese colony long before World
War Two. With the end of Japanese
imperialism, the two Koreas were
divided between the conquering
allies: the North under Soviet con-
trol, and the South to the
Americans.
Only five years later the Korean
War began. By 1953, Korea was bit-
terly divided along ideological
lines.
The Cold War strengthened
this division, since the North was
heavily supported by the Soviet
Union and the South by the United
States.
Since the Cold War ended over
ten years ago some wonder why a
divided Korea remains. That ques-
tion is quite difficult to answer, and
asking different Koreans results in
many
different answers.
A typical response from South
Korea will point to acts of aggres-
sion by the North during the past
fifty years.
Perhaps most stunning is the
discovery of the various under-
ground tunnels near their shared
border.
Although the North officially
denies it, these tunnels are
believed to have been built for a
planned invasion of the South.
Also included in the list of
grievances are various assassina-
tion attempts, which occurred pri-
marily during the Cold War.
Since the early 19905, a North
Korean invasion has appeared to
be unlikely, despite the 1.2 million
man army the North possesses.
The main factor which divides
Southern opinion is age. While the
older generation of Southern
Koreans long for reunification with
families that live in the North, they
also grew up under the dark cloud
of the Cold War. This has created a
deep seeded distrust of the North,
and some believe that a Northern
invasion may still be imminent.
As for the younger generation,
they largely fear the short to medi-
um-term economic struggles that
are likely to ensue if reunification
were to occur.
While many experts point to
the case of Germany's reunifica-
tion and its successes, the same
rules cannot apply to the Korean
case.
Although West Germany was
much richer economically than
Eastern Germany, the gap was not
nearly as large as the gap between
the two Koreas.
While South Korea has benefit-
ed from an open, market based
economy, the North has struggled,
with an estimated GDP of $22 mil-
lion, or slightly less than $1,000
per capita. By contrast, the GDP of
the South is $400 million, or $9,000
per capita.
The South has used past eco-
nomic aid to develop into one of
the Newly Industrialized
Countries, while its economy has
been growing at a substantial rate,
allowing it to become a player in
the global marketplace.
However, the North has only
been able to receive humanitarian
aid, which has not allowed for eco-
nomic development.
Internationally, it has been
argued that a divided Korea is actu-
ally beneficial for American foreign
policy. A divided Korea allows the
United States to continue station-
ing troops in South Korea, which
gives them a presence that helps
ensure stability in the Asian region.
With potential superpowers in
Japan and China, many in the
United States see South Korea as
their hope for stability, even if that
means keeping Korea divided.
But one cannot only point to
the West for the lack of progress
toward reunification. The responsi-
bility must also be put on both
groups of Koreans.
While the
aggressive acts of the North cannot
be ignored, a certain amount of
responsibility must be acknowl-
edged by South Korea as well.
Instead of assuming a leader-
ship role, they have fallen into the
trap of debating lesser issues with
the North, such as where to hold
their next summit meeting.
This has stemmed from public
pressure in South Korea and criti-
cism of current President Kim's
"Sunshine Policy," which has
attempted to engage the two
Koreas in increased talks.
Instead, many citizens of South
Korea have pointed to the past
actions of the North, and believe
that they are compromising too
much during discussions.
They largely believe that the
past actions of the North represent
a possible future threat, thereby
endangering the safety of South
Koreans.
At the same time, North Korea
remains leery of the South. In light
of the September 11th attacks in
the United States, South Korean
and US military preparations have
increased.
The North sees this as a poten-
tial future threat from their
Southern neighbors. At the same
time, the North is also concerned
that the United States will move
their war on terrorism toward the
Korean peninsula, specifically tar-
geting North Korea.
These issues have slowed down
the summit meetings between the
two Koreas, thereby decreasing the
likelihood of a reunification any-
time soon.
The result has been summit
meetings which have produced
few results, and have amounted to
arguments over the location of
talks, and other somewhat trivial
issues.
On the bright side, recent talks
have centred around the possibili-
ty of a tourism zone in North
Korea, which would be beneficial,
not only economically, but also
politically for both sides. It would
allow for a framework for future
summit meetings and dialogue.
Yet, perhaps that is what is
required for Korean reunification
to occur. Perhaps if one party
demonstrates strong diplomatic
leadership a nation of people
divided by a long ended war
between superpowers could one
day be reunited.
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Top: The "Third Tunnel," located in the demilitarized zone between North and South Korea was dis-
covered in 1978 by the South Koreans. They believe they were part of a planned invasion by the
North
Bottom: A temple surrounded by newer commercial developments in the heart of Seoul
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The Cord's International Notices
1) The Global Studies Club will he running a clothing drive exchanges are due by February 1st, but late applications will 4) "Outspoken" Native American Activist,
Keetoowah
in the Concourse to benefit refugees who live in the K-W be considered for openings left after the first round of inter- Cherokee and Profesor of American Indian Studies
Ward
community from January 16th to 18th. So, look through views. Churchill, will be speaking at a WPIRG sponsored
lecture
your closet and dig out some nice clothing and bring it to
entitled "Meet the New Boss, Same as the Old Boss:
school. Please donate clothing of reasonable quality. 3) Alison Wearing, author ofHoneymoon in Purdah, will be Globalization, Genocide and Resistance" on Wednesday,
participating in the "Laurier Lecture Series," sharing her January 16th. The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. and
will be
2) Laurier International will be hosting its FINAL informa- experiences and observations
in a number of tumultuous located at the University of Waterloo Humanities theatre,
tion session for next year's student exchanges next regions and times of the world. These include For more information on this and other WPIRG events
and
Thursday, November 22nd. General information on applying Czechoslovakia after Communism,
Serbia during the Balkan speakers, visit http://wpirg.org.
for exchanges, as well as possible destinations and applica- War, Israel's West bank after the
Infitada and Iran under fun-
tion forms will be provided. The session will be held from damentalist rulers. Her speech will take place in the Paul
Please forward suggestionsfor international notices to the
6:00 until 8:00 pm in Science building room N1044. For Martin Centre Wednesday. January
16th at 7:00 p.m. There International Editor
's mailbox in the WLUSP Office on the
more information on exchanges, contact Bethany Ankucza,
will be a reception and book signings to follow. 3rdfloor ofthe Union Building or e-mail events
to
at bankucza@wlu.ca or at WLU ext. 3784. Applications for <john.carlaw@wlusp.com>
India-Pakistan Relations Worsen
Recent terrorist attack and
traditional conflict over
Kashmir increasing tensions
Kiran Kharaud
On the 13th of December,
unknown militants attacked the
Indian legislature in the capital city
of Delhi in broad daylight which
has helped worsen relations
between India and Pakistan. These
relations often revolve around the
region of Kashmir.
The five assailants entered the
parliamentary grounds in a white
vehicle and opened fire.
Since parliament was not in ses-
sion, there were less people in the
building than
usual.
Prime
Minister Atal
Vajpayee was
leaving the build-
ing as the attacks
began and was
able to leave safe-
ly-
All five mili-
tants died in the
bloody suicide
attack while six
officers and an
army commando
were among the innocents killed.
There were a total of 16 casualties.
This attack on the Indian gov-
ernment was quickly compared to
the assassination of Indira Gandhi
who was fatally shot by her own
bodyguards in October of 1984.
Kashmir is a northern state in
India that has been the focus of
tension since the partition of India
and Pakistan.
Although the province is Indian
sovereign territory, it is the only
Both leaders face
immense domestic
pressure to hold
their guard on the
Kashmir issue.
However pressure
from the
international com-
munity is also
mounting.
part of India where Muslims are
the majority population.
The strong presence of Islam in
this Indian province has been the
foundation for the historical ten-
sion. Many in Pakistan, a Muslim
state, feel that Kashmir has the
right to belong to Pakistan. India,
however India is unwilling to com-
promise its sovereignty.
Opinion amongst Kashmiris
over independence, joining
Pakistan or remaining in India is
divided, with independence
favoured by neither India nor
1-
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Pakistan.
The ongoing
gunfire, and the
evidence gath-
ered from
December 13th
have led India to
have two groups
as suspects.
India's claim is
that the attackers
are Pakistan
based Kashmiri
separatists from
the groups
Lashkar-e-Taiba
(Army of the Pure) and Jaish-e-
Mohammed. There was also anoth-
er major attack in Srinagar on
October Ist in Kashmir, which is
also believed to be linked to the
same factions.
Pakistan's response has been
somewhat mixed. With their newly
forged relationship with the US
and the fight against terrorism in
mind, General Pervez Musharraf,
Pakistan's self-appointed military
dictator, has been very careful
about calling these groups terror-
ists.
He has made several state-
ments about being against all
forms of terrorism but has also
included a statement about know-
ing the difference between a "ter-
rorist" and a "freedom fighter."
This past week was also the
summit of the South Asian
Association for Regional Co-opera-
tion in Nepal, where Musharraf
made the effort to greet Vajpayee
and shake his hand.
India's response remains that
this was a gesture for the cameras
and that they will not be satisfied
until the bodies they accuse to be
terrorists are extradited. India has
named 20 suspects who are
believed to have been involved
with the planning of the bombing
and Pakistan has refused to hand
them over.
However Pakistan has detained
the leaders of the two accused
organisations and about 300 mem-
bers. The US has responded in
India's favour by listing these two
groups as terrorist
factions.
The incident comes at a critical
time where the international focus
is on terrorism, but Pakistan's
focus is on its alliance with the US
and hunting down top ranking
Taliban leaders.
Another critical factor in this
dispute is that Pakistan and India
both have nuclear capabilities. In
May 1998 both countries conduct-
ed tests with much dismay from
the international community. Both
countries had sanctions placed on
them as a result though Pakistan
recently had theirs lifted once it
fully claimed support to the US
after the September 11th attacks.
Neither country has made any
commitment to discontinue their
nuclear bomb program.
These factors have resulted in
the biggest military build up in 15
years between the two nuclear
powers, which has the potential of
creating disorder in the region.
Since the incident on
December 13th, there has been an
increased military presence along
the Kashmiri border and the num-
ber of shots fired between the two
sides. If this leads to another war,
it will be the fourth war that the
countries will have fought with
each other. Two of these have been
over the territory of Kashmir.
Several key members in the
International community have
already tried to diffuse the situa-
tion with little to no effect.
Britain's Prime Minister, Tony
Blair, recently visited Musharraf
and India's Union Home Minister
L K Advani is to meet with US
Secretary of State Colin Powell and
US Attorney-General John Ashcroft
in Washington yesterday.
According to WLU Political
Science Professor Alistair Edgar,
the Americans will not be choosing
sides in this issue. To do this would
"damage its relations with the
other side and also damage its abil-
itiy to prosecute a global anti-ter-
ror campain. So the US has to put
pressure on both sides,
and offer
incentives to both sides- the carrot
of future US political, military eco-
nomic and humanitiarian aid."
Both leaders face immense
domestic pressure to hold their
guard on the Kashmir issue.
However, pressure from the inter-
national community is also mount-
ing. If the two countries go to war,
in many ways it can be perceived as
a setback for the US and its alliance
with Pakistan in fighting the
Taliban, particularly the hunt for
Osama Bin Laden.
It will also prove to be a test for
Musharraf and the Pakistani people
because he will have to strike a bal-
ance between maintaining power
in his country and validity on the
international stage.
Prime Minister Vajpayee, the
leader of a Hindu fundamentalist
party also faces similar issues of
loyalty with many Indians and the
international community.
I:
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India soldiers, in the foreground, and Pakistani soldiers behind lake
down their respective countries' flags during the daily "Beating the
Retreat" ceremony, a daily ritual, at a joint border check post.
World Watch
United States
On the evening of January sth, a teenage
student pilot crashed a small plane into a
skyscraper in downtown Tampa, Florida.
The pilot was supposed to be conducting
routine pre-flight plane checks when he sud-
denly took off without an instructor. He
repeatedly ignored Coast Guard crew who
signaled for him to land at a designated run-
way. Charles Bishop, the pilot, died instantly
in the crash, which appeared to be a suicide
mission. A suicide note was found in his
pocket stating his sympathy for Osama Bin
Laden but saying that he acted alone.
The plane, a Cessna 172, hit a 40-story,
glass and steel Bank of America building on
the 28th floor. The building was mostly
empty and Bishop was the only fatality. Sgt.
Greg Tita said "We don't have a motive, and
may never know why this happened."
India
The Indian military claims that it shot
down a small, unmanned Pakistani spy air-
craft that entered Indian air space in
Kashmir on Sunday. Paskistani officials dis-
pute this claim and Pakistan's state-run news
agency, the Associated Press of Pakistan,
stated that "military officials of India are
indulging in baseless propaganda."
The plane, a drone that takes aerial pho-
tographs, was flying approximately 2.5 miles
inside Indian territory in the Poonch sector
along the India-Pakistan border when troops
fired at it, said an Indian army official.
This incident comes after tensions flared
up between the two countries due to a Dec.
13 suicide attack that India claims was
orchestrated by Pakistan-based militant
groups on the Indian Parliament. Since then,
Pakistan's president, Gen. Pervez Musharraf,
and Indian Prime Minister Vajpayee shook
hands at a South Asian Summit in Nepal but
India insists that, for talks to take place
between the countries, Pakistan must crack
down on Islamic militant groups.
Argentina
President Eduardo Duhalde. given emer-
gency powers by Argentine lawmakers, has
devalued the country's currency, the peso
by almost 30 percent in an effort to end
Argentina's worsening recession.
Duhalde is the fifth president of
Argentina since the economy was headed for
the largest sovereign debt default ever in
mid-December.
On Dec. 5, the IMF announced a suspen-
sion of all lending to Argentina due to the
deteriorating economic situation and since
then, the country has been in civil unrest
with civilians looting stores and rioting in
streets.
In addition to the devaluation of curren-
cy. Duhalde has prohibited foreign compa-
nies who operate the country's power, water
and telecom firms from raising their rates.
"The poor have already made an effort
and we are asking for the collaboration of
the rich," Economy Minister Jorge Remes
Lenicov said. The minister has not answered
phone calls from foreign firms and told them
to show solidarity with the poor.
Israel
Last Thursday, an arms ship, the Karine-
A, which contained over $100 million of
arms, was captured by Israeli commandos in
the Red Sea, 300 miles from Israeli shores.
Ariel Sharon, the Israeli Prime Minister,
said while standing in front of the vessel at
the Red Sea port of Eliat: "When Arafat gave
the instruction to purchase the firearms dis-
covered on the ship, he made a strategic-
choice — to bring about regional deteriora-
tion which would lead to war."
Palestinian Authority officials strongly
denied any links to the ship and said that
Israel was making baseless claims.
The jailed captain of the boat, Omar
Akawi, said that he was an adviser for naval
affairs in the Palestinian Authority's
Transport Ministry and that, midway through
his journey, he "expected to receive an
order to stop it" after Arafat's call for truce
on Dec. 16th.
Along with Akawi, 12 crew members and
50 tons of rockets, anti-tank missiles and
mortars were found aboard the captured
ship.
Compiled by Moez Bawania
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Out of
sight...
not out
of mind
David Henderson
With 'Harry Potter' and 'The Lord
of the Rings' setting records, and a
whole slew of potential Oscar winners
on the way, one would think that
the
film industry has faired quite well since
the September 11th attacks. If you paid
a visit to the offices at Warner Brothers
or Sony Pictures Entertainment, howev-
er, you would soon discover that
Hollywood has not escaped unscathed
from these attacks.
Warner Bros, has taken the most
publicized hit, with the preemption of
'Collateral Damage.' The Arnold
Schwarzenegger action flick is about a
firefighter who takes things into his
own hands after his family is killed in a
building bombed by international ter-
rorists.
The film was scheduled for a
September release but, for obvious rea-
sons, might never see the big screen.
Sony Pictures Entertainment has
been forced back to the drawing board
with a number of films involving the
twin towers in important scenes.
Sony's mega-budget science fiction
sequel 'Men in Black II,' starring Will
Smith and Tommy Lee Jones, is being
completely re-worked. The final scene
of the movie was supposed to have
taken place at the World Trade Centre.
"This is going to be a sensitive issue
for a long time. It would be extremely
risky to put out a film right now that
dealt directly with the issue. I wouldn't
even worry just about the film, but also
the bad reputation it could give the
company," said Gordon Mark, a produc-
er for Crescent Entertainment.
Crescent Entertainment is based
out of British Columbia where it spends
roughly 60 million dollars each year in
film production.
Mark mentioned that there has
already been some loose talk about a
film dealing with the attacks, but not by
anyone involved with Crescent
Entertainment.
"Some think that a film related to
the 'Attack on America' would be a hot
ticket right now. I tend to disagree.
People would see that their purpose is
just to milk the attacks for financial
gain," Mark said.
Over at Toronto's East Side
Productions, the view is much the same.
"I think that Hollywood studios
won't be making so many action block-
busters, where buildings disappear in
the first half-hour of the movie.
Everyone in the film biz is just going to
tip toe around this issue for the next
while. It will probably be an American
production company that makes the
first move. Canada will jump in later,"
commented Brad Fox, the development
coordinator at East Side Productions.
"There's validity to the moves that
Hollywood has made so far. You want to
seem as current as possible. Especially
in film, it's important to not present
yourself as being behind the times."
Fox said that he doesn't completely
agree with some of the moves that have
been made.
"Some of the decisions seem a little
over done. It is one thing to postpone
a film that deals with very similar
events, but editing 'Soprano' reruns
because the beginning has shots of the
World Trade Center, that's ridiculous!
We can't just put our head in the sand
and forget about it. I know a lot of peo-
ple in this area think the larger produc-
tion companies are taking things a little
too far."
The choice to rework some films
has not been made solely by the pro-
duction companies, for much pressure
has come from governments in both the
United States and Canada.
Congress has periodically threat-
ened to turn regulation of the industry
over to the Federal Trade Commission,
which has been highly critical of
Hollywood's marketing plans. Images of
the World Trade Center towers are
being edited out of upcoming films, to
avoid traumatizing movie patrons.
Recent meetings have taken place
in Los Angeles between producers and
government officials to brainstorm
ideas, including producing documen-
taries on the anthrax threat and nurtur-
ing a better understanding of the
United States overseas.
"The meetings in L.A. have been
really similar to the ones that were held
during World War One. Those meetings
led to a lot of propaganda. Lots of films
came out directly to boost the spirits of
the soldiers. I don't know if these meet-
ings will have the same impact. There's
definitely a good chance," Fox said.
Although Hollywood has made the
most publicized changes to their films,
Canada has had their share of problems.
"The most direct way that
the
attacks have affected our work is on a
film we have in production right now.
We planned on shooting the picture in
Morocco, but because of the war, it isn't
considered safe for us to work out
This photo is taken front the film, Anthrax, which was produced by Calgary-
based Illusions Entertainment. It made its debut during the Calgary Film Festival
four days before the anthrax attacks began in the United States.
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there," Fox said.
"The biggest problem has been getting insurance
to shoot in Morocco. It is a lot easier and cheaper to
shoot the whole film in Canada. For right now, we've
decided to just put filming on hold." Fox mentioned
the similar situation David Cronenberg had getting
insurance and funding for one of his films.
"Cronenberg had the same problem ten years ago
when he shot 'Naked Lunch.' He originally wanted to
shoot in Tangiers, but due to the outbreak of the Gulf
War he had to abandon the idea. He ended up shoot-
ing a lot more of the film in Toronto than he expected.
Toronto could be the best alternative for us as well."
'Naked Lunch' went on to become one of David
Cronenberg's most acclaimed films.
Illusions Entertainment, based in Calgary, has had
their hands full since early October with their latest
film 'Anthrax.' The film is about the death of a number
of cattle in a small Alberta ranching community. An
RCMP officer tries to keep the peace as ranchers lay
the blame on a local agricultural research centre. A
number of vials of anthrax are stolen from the research
centre and the threat of terrorism emerges.
The three million dollar picture that stars Ed
Begley Jr. (St. Elsewhere, Best in Show) and Joanna
Cassidy (Six feet Under, Ghosts of Mars) made its
debut at the Calgary Film Festival four days prior to
the anthrax attacks on the United States.
Bruce Harvey, the producer of 'Anthrax' has been
busy dealing with the situation. "'Anthrax' has received
a lot of press
because of recent events, but it is still
good exposure for the film."
Harvey is confident that the film is still very suit-
able for a North American audience.
"The recent real-life events have made the work
even more compelling. Before anthrax ever hit the
headlines, our film had its debut with positive reviews.
We are aware that anthrax has become a sensitive sub-
ject, but the film handles the subject well," Harvey
said.
Anthrax' is not the first movie to unassumingly
deal with material that ended up making headlines.
In 1997, a British film about terrorism on an air-
plane was recalled only weeks after its release due to
"unforeseen circumstances." Those circumstances
being the devastating crash of flight PAIO3, after ter-
rorists hijacked it. 259 passengers and crew members
died on the flight.
Recently, in fact, the film 'Lockerbie,' dealing with
the same crash, was scrapped. The film was in pre-
production, and set to star Sean Connery as a local
constable investigating the incident.
A similar situation arose after the death of
Princess Diana in 1997. A film already shot, called
'Diana & Me,' was indefinitely shelved after the
princess' death.
Other examples of films that have be altered due
to the recent attacks include the summer blockbuster
'Spiderman,' which pumped 22 million dollars into
cropping out the towers from many of its scenes. (The
original movie poster is shown in the headline for this
story.)
Both Ben Stiller's 'Zoolander' and John Cusack's
'Serendipity' had editors working franticly to remove a
number of scenes of the twin towers before their
release. On the list of films delayed by the attacks is Al
Pacino's 'People I Know.'
In the film, Pacino plays a drug-addicted New York
publicist who frequently visits an opium den in the
World Trade Center. In one scene, the twin towers are
apparently seen upright and then turned on their side
to illustrate Pacino's drug-induced state. Reportedly,
the scene was immediately cut after the attacks.
Once the dust clears, will there be a big block-
buster movie about the September 11th attacks?
Gordon Mark does not think it's a question of "will
they," but rather "when will they?"
"There will be a huge movie somewhere down the
road that deals with the attacks. Jerry Bruckheimer
will probably produce a movie with big stars and an
even bigger budget. I could see a big-budget movie
involving the New York City fire department and their
struggle. Ben Affleck will probably be the lead."
Mark also believes that eventually the 'other side'
will have their story told.
"A few more years down the road we'll get things
from the enemies' perspective. This won't be until
North America has put it far in the back of their minds.
A long, long time from now," Mark said.
The film 'Remember Pearl Harbor' came out less
then a year after the Japanese attacks on December 7,
1941, but its audience consisted of people who did not
visibly witness the attacks. The destruction of the
World Trade towers, however, was broadcast to the
world repeatedly for days.
For now, production companies are playing things
safe, and films like 'Nosebleed,' the Jackie Chan flick
about a World Trade Center window-washer, will just
have to cope with the delay.
Schwarzenegger plays a firefighter who seeks
revenge on a group of
terrorists who kill his family
in the film, Collateral Damage. For obvious reasons,
this film was indefinitely pulled from big screens.
This film was released less than one year after the
fact, but its audience did not witness the attack.
September 11th, however, was witnessed by millions
thanks to modern-dav media.
'Pacino's latest film has been delayed due to several
World Trade Centre references, including an opium
den in the twin towers and an unfortunate halluci-
nation.
David Cronenberg's 'Naked Lunch' faced troubles a
decade ago, when filming had tobe relocated from
Tangiers to Torontobecause of the Gulf War. Today,
Toronto is, again, becoming a viable option.
Sony Pictures Entertainment has been forced co com-
pletely re-work its blockbuster sequel because the
final scene was supposed to have taken place at the
World Trade Centre.
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entertainment
My Member is Swollen
Canada'slatesthiphop
export And it's not Maestro.
Uncon Valjean
Swollen Members exploded onto
the scene last year with their Juno
Award winning debut album,
Balance. The album has sold over
60,000 copies—an impressive feat
for an independent Canadian hip
hop group. Since then, they have
released three videos and a follow
up album that is sure to help them
reserve their place as underground
superstars. I had a chance to catch
up with the guys when they were
in town last month opening up for
Bif Naked at the Lyric. We talked
about life, hip-hop and their new
album Bad Dreams.
Mad Child and Prevail looked a
little tired from the whirlwind
schedule they have been keeping
lately but they were more than will-
ing to give us the time for an inter-
view. Accompanying them on this
r 11
tour was fellow
rapper and close
friend Moka Only.
Mad Child
informed us that
we will be seeing a
lot more of him in
the future. For
now, you can
check out the
Moka Only album
entitled Lime
Green on Battle
Axe Records.
While Mad Child is the owner
of the independent label Battle Axe
Records, he admits that it is a fam-
ily affair. "Everyone puts in extra
effort to make it a positive experi-
ence."
Mad Child explained how the
label started out humbly: "When it
started it was more just thinking of
a name to put on the back of our
first 12" because we did r want to
get pimped by a major corporation
as far as creative control or finan-
Commenting on
the material
aspect present in
a lot of hip hop
music today, Mad
Child breaks
down what they
try to do lyrically
on their songs.
cial control. Plus we weren't that
interested in hearing what an A&R
person thought of our music at the
time. We knew that we stood by it
a 110% like we still do now. So we
said 'let's stack
up enough chips
and put it out ourselves'. We did it,
it was successful. We did it again,
successful. Then we realized that
we could start putting out other
people we appreciate and admire
as friends and as artists. So we
started putting out other people
and it has definitely been as impor-
tant as the group since day one".
As far as influences go, Mad
Child says that there are "Tonnes,
too many to name". He says that
1993-1994 era was very influential
to him and to Prevail as well. They
both name the Hieroglyphics,
Freestyle Fellowship, De La Soul,
Eric Band Rakim, and Leaders of
the New School as influences. Mad
Child admits that
in that era a spe-
cial energy was
happening, "It was
such a great time
of hip hop and I
feel that it is com-
ing back around
again with groups
like Dilated
Peoples, and
Jurassic 5."
One of the most
amazing songs on
their new album, in my opinion, is
'Ventilate'. The concept is original
and well delivered as Mad Child
starts out by dissing his rhyme
partner. Prevail steps in and contin-
ues the argument. They both
throw disses at each other and talk
about how they are hard to work
with. They don't apologize, even
during the chorus: "I meant every-
thing I said, everything I said I
meant, when there is this much is
on the line, Yo there's times you
gotta vent." But they admit that,
"we're magnificent together, it's a
perfect combination." I just had to
ask if this song was based on reali-
ty and whether or not they had
many arguments. Prevail immedi-
ately responded by saying that it
was, "One day only, like a super
sale," and Mad Child continued, "It
kind of came from an argument we
had in the south of France. It was
the only argument of that caliber
that we've ever had. We're like
brothers man, we feed off each
other's energy. We know how to be
around each other. I can sense his
energy. If he's frustrated or angry
he doesn't even have to say any-
thing, I just know to give him
space, like you would with a family
member—you know them so well."
Both MCs agree that it was a
fun way to vent the bit of tension
they did have and that they don't
really get into arguments.
Commenting on the material
aspect present in a lot of hip hop
music today, Mad Child breaks
down what they try to do lyrically
on their songs. "Just giving people
more of a creative outlet to plug
into instead ofalways focusing on a
materialistic lifestyle. Not that
there is anything wrong with mak-
ing money and being able to buy a
house, but I don't think everyone's
world should revolve around
money and the things you can
obtain from it. Money's great but
there's a lot of other things in life.
You shouldn't revolve your life
around money just for happiness."
Wise words indeed and ones I wish
more MCs would take to heart
these days.
After the interview, Swollen
Members took to the stage and the
crowd was electrified. Backed up
by their DJ and producer Rob The
Viking, the duo put on an excellent
show. Mad Child even took a stage
dive during one of his verses, was
passed along on top of the crowd,
who placed him back on to the
stage, and amazingly he continued
rapping throughout the whole
ordeal and never missed a beat.
Prevail did a freestyle off of the top
of his head that was quite impres-
sive. The crowd was definitely into
their performance and were yelling
out requests. Swollen Members fin-
ished their set with the lead off sin-
gle and video to Bad Dreams,
'Take it Back'.
Swollen Members wished to
leave us with a final message.
"Dance! Now! Fastly!" Prevail joked
but then quickly added, "do it if
you love it but love it if you do it."
Mad Child broke down their phi-
losophy saying that "people gotta
have fun (with) what they're
doing. It's gotta be their passion,
whether it's writing for a paper or
being an MC, producer, or whatev-
er. You gotta wake up and feel
excited about your life and about
your job, whatever it is."
These guys are definitely excit-
ed about their music career and it
shows in their lyrics, stage pres-
ence, and in this interview. Look
out for their videos 'Lady Venom',
'Take it Back', and the latest 'Fuel
Injected'. For more information
you can
check out the website
www.battleaxerecords.com.
FILE
PHOTO
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Whoever believed these boys would be tired of touring was wrong. They are actually quite chipper fellows.
A place for Theatre at WLU
Byron Pascoe
"Artistic expression is a very important
aspect of any university life experience. I am
happy to hear that the Laurier Fringe
Theatre Festival will be continuing again this
year."
What VP of University Affairs David
Wellhauser is alluding to, of course, is the
Fringe Festival taking place this March.
Unfortunately the theatre scene at
Laurier is very underground. Some would
even venture to say that it has died.
Hopefully projects like the Fringe Festival
and other student theatre initiatives can
bring a revival to theatre interest at WLU,
which may spark a movement to get theatre
classes once again offered in the curriculum.
For those students who desperately want to
do theatre now, get credit for it and meet
some new people simultaneously, the
University of Waterloo offers a wide range of
theatre courses, from acting to technical
production, that Laurier students can attend
through cross registration.
This theatre festival has been around for
a number of years now. While there used to
be a much richer history here at WLU, there
are currently other opportunities for Laurier
students in the performing arts in general; -
There is the highly successful Fashion N" ;
Motion later on this term as well as perform-
ance recitals for music and opera students in
such shows as the annual Opera Production
and Opera Excerpts
The Fringe People are currently looking
for Laurier students who are interested in
directing or writing a one-act theatrical piece
for this year's festival. They are planning on
presenting both original and past-produced
theatrical pieces.
In the near future when the plays and
directors are finalized, there will be audition
notices and auditions taking place on cam-
pus for various roles.
To contact the Fringe Festival with your
interest to direct a show of your choice,
please e-mail Wlu_fringe_festival@hot-
mail.com. The deadline for submissions is
Wednesday, January 23rd. Any general sug-
gestions are also always welcome!
J .
COURTESTY
BYRON
PASCOE
You too can participate in The Fringe Festival like these folks did last year!
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entertainment
Laurier on fire...with art, that is.
Amanda Fitzpatrick
The Robert Langen Art Gallery,
located in the John Aird Centre is
currently hosting an exhibition of
mixed-media paintings called
Dance of the Hours by artist
Catherine Gibbon. The show
explores Gibbon's attempt to
showcase the natural cycles of life
in the Dundas Valley.
Frequently walking in the area,
she began to notice the cycles of
change that occur with the valley's
plants, animals and trees. "At the
completion of the year, I began to
get a viscera]
sense of the
momentum
behind all the
changes I was see-
ing," said Gibbon.
"It was a huge rev-
elation to me
because, although
I had understood
the cycles of the
seasons in an
intellectual sense
before, I had never experienced
this knowledge intuitively."
She also realized that nature is
full of opposites, and one cannot
experience the good without
knowing the bad as well.
One of the most interesting
One of the most
interesting series
ofpaintings in
this exhibit is of
the forest fires
that occurred in
Hagersville,
Ontario.
series of paintings in this exhibi-
tion is of the forest fires that
occurred in Hagersville, Ontario.
Initially, Gibbons was "horri-
fied and hurt" at the sight of the
fires ravaging the land, but after
conversations with local residents,
she realized it was just nature's
way of cleansing and rejuvenating
the land. All of the subjects in the
paintings are pine trees, which
Gibbons found to be "very expres-
sive." She also felt that she needed
to stick to one subject, and as the
pine tree is almost a symbol of the
north, it seemed more than appro-
. priate.
One of her
paintings, entitled
"Fire and Moon" is
a tryptych which
actually began as
three separate
pieces. Taking
months to com-
plete, this work is
one of the high-
lights of the exhi-
-bition. A brightly
shining full moon is surrounded
on each side by two different fire
scenes. This work is brimming with
vibrant colour and captures the
raw beauty of something as damag-
ing as fire.
"Study 4 the Sacrifice" is also a
unique piece. It consists ofsix slate
like canvasses. Gibbon enjoyed the
idea of giving the appearance of
slates because it seemed reminis-
cent of natural law. The theme
seems fitting because the develop-
ment of nature is uncontrollable,
which is an underlying topic in this
exhibition.
Gibbon stated that she is "an
experimental, as-it-happens
painter" and that her approach to
art is to work first and think later.
Gibbon has been an instructor
at the Dundas Valley School of Art
since 1974. Her work has been
shown in Nova Scotia, England and
at the Carnegie Gallery in Dundas,
Ontario.
Gibbon is both an activist and a
conservationist, who makes her
home in Dundas, Ontario. She is
also well known as an advocate for
the arts and the environment. Her
work is represented in many public
and private collections, including
McMaster University and the Art
Gallery of Hamilton. In 1996, she
was awarded the Ecolutions
Environmental Award for the Arts
and was named Woman of the Year
for the Arts, Hamilton region in
1994.
The Robert Langen Gallery pro-
vides the local community with
knowledge, appreciation and
enjoyment of Canadian art and cul-
ture.
Entertainment needs writ-
ers!
Contrary to popular belief,
Lynnette and Amanda do
not have poor personal
hygiene. Tnat might have
been true in first term, but
now they use soap AND
water. DAILY! They have
promised the staff tnat their
asses won't be dirty or
stinky no more.
MATTHEW
CADE
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She was told that taking a closer look would reveal a 3-D image of a tiger. Don't let yourself be
fooled too.
For Amelie, it's okay to dream
Lynnette Visaya
The air is fresh and new, flowers blossom at
every garden, and Amelie is just as sweet and
charming as the natural beauty of everyday
life. A creation of French Director and co-
screenwriter Jean-Pierre Jeunet, Amelie (Le
Fabuleux destin d Amelie Poulain) is a fan-
tastic world without limits for the imagina-
tion. Jeunet's use of 'cartoony' images
mixed with the real world is similar to the
eye-catching effects he's known for in
Delicatessen and The-
City of Lost Children.
The story centres on
Amelie (Audrey Tautou)
as she begins her young
adult life in the tiny
French town of
Montmartre. The begin-
ning of the film reviews
the tragedies and seclu--
sion that took form in Amelie's childhood,
forcing her towards imagination for comfort.
Even though she may not be like other girls,
her lust for dreams is what makes the char-
acter delightful.
The film fast-forwards to Amelie as a
young woman embarking on a new life in
Montmartre. Through working in a local bar
as a waitress and living in her quaint apart-
ment, Amelie observes the lives of those she
interacts with daily, from a hypochondriac
co-worker to an old anti-social man.
After the accidental discovery of a box
full of lost treasures in her home, she
decides to dedicate her time to finding and
reuniting the box with its rightful owner.
When Amelie sees the joy she can bring to
one man, her actions of a good Samaritan
continue, bringing happiness to those she
She is a girl
who has dreams
capable of making
the little things
in life more
meaningful.
finds needing of such care.
However, even though the main charac-
ter finds ease by performing good work for
others, she can't seem to approach bringing
joy to her own life. Amelie has always found
pleasure in odd things that others usually do
not take notice of, and was therefore com-
pelled to meet someone with similar pleas-
ures in the extrinsic things in life. That is
when she discovers Nino (Mathieu
Kassovitz).
Nino, a young man who
collects lost pic-
tures and works at a
pornography store, may
not be the exact parallel
to Amelie, but he does
share the same desire
to dream. He becomes
the object of her curi-
ousity and desire.
Her lack of confi-
dence to persue the
man of her interest is shown through her
creative attempts to communicate with Nino
without actually physically interacting with
him.
Furthermore, Amelie's obvious obses-
sion to understand Nino from a distance
portrayed an immature but playful attempt
for love in the film. The significance of this
romantic-comedy is its tiny removal from
reality.
Amelie's world revolves around the little
details that people do not normally pay
attention to. But, these details contribute to
the joys the audience sees through her eyes
as she continues her quintessential quest for
love.
Audrey Tautou's charming smile makes
Amelie a lovable character to the audience.
Her expressions of wonderment and a secre-
tive understanding; permeate a feeling to
those watching the film that they are part of
a private and magical world. Taking notice of
a blind man crossing the road and helping
him is something that we hardly see in films
today.
However, the imagination and dreami-
ness of Amelie's world has been revealed at
a just time when many major films are taking
more of a fantasy role than one of a violent
reality. The releases ofHarry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone, The Fellowship of the
Ring, and Star Wars later this year are also
worlds that provide an escape from the
world we actually live in.
Amelie, however, does not an escape
from the planet nor does she use magic to
get what she wants. She is a girl who has
dreams capable of making the little things in
life more meaningful.
The set of the tiny Parisian town is
colourful through the brightness in Amelie's
apartment, to the style of the people physi-
cally and characteristically themselves. A lot
of reds and oranges are found throughout
the film, only contrasted with the bland
colour of stone on the streets. It is no
suprise, though, considering that Jeunet's
entourage is known for their exceptional set
work.
Amelie creates a feeling that there's still
room in this world to dream. Even though
the realities of life often carry us into a realm
of responsibility and stress, Amelie's world is
one where we can pretend to be free spirit-
ed for those few moments in the theatre
seats.
Maybe we do not dream as much as we
used to. Perhaps, we aren't getting enough
sleep or too busy to take notice of little
things. But, Amelie is the type of movie that
people go to the movies to see...where
dreams come true.
Amelie is showing at the Princess
Cinema until this Sunday.
.. <$y. v y-... .- <««»*-»■■--aaa
Amelie(Audrey Tautou) strikes a knowing smiles...do you know what she knows?
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ear candy
No Doubt
Rocksteady
Orange County group No Doubt
are back with their fourth album,
Rocksteady, and it marks a new
direction for the band.
Someone must have found a
crazy 80's synthesizer in a base-
ment and decided to use it on
every track on this album.
Accordingly, Rocksteady has a
more electronic feel than any
other No Doubt album and while I
didn't like it at first, the new songs
have a good energy so it quickly
grew on me. The first single, 'Hey
Baby' is indicative of the overall
sound of the album so if you like it,
you
will probably find the rest of
Rocksteady enjoyable.
This album is also more lyrical-
ly diverse than No Doubt's previ-
ous effort, Return of Saturn.
Rocksteady is not all about Gwen
Stefani's dreams of marriage and
children and we should all be
thankful for that. The majority of
the songs do center around love,
however. Love lost, love regained,
long-distance love....it's all here,
wrapped up in one accessible
package.
Rocksteady also marks the first
time that No Doubt have worked
with different producers for virtu-
ally every track. Everyone from
Prince, to Ric Ocasek to William
Orbit had a hand in the sound of
this album and I'm still not sure
whether that's a good or bad thing.
I can't help but feel that this album
would have been a bigger hit if it
was currently 1985. Sure, that
decade is trendy again, but do we
really need to revisit the era of bad
synth-pop? I think not.
The best song on this album is
'Platinum Blonde Life' because it
sounds most like old No Doubt.
You can actually hear guitars and
that made me very happy. Call me
closed-minded, but No Doubt the
rock group was better than this
new incarnation. The worst song
on Rocksteady is, without a doubt,
"Waiting Room'. This song was co-
written by Prince, and he also plays
keyboards and provides backing
vocals on the track. Everything was
going fine until the chorus, which
is terrible, and the moment you
hear Prince's falsetto harmonies in
the background.
The first time I heard
Rocksteady, I didn't like it at all.
Subsequent listens found me hum-
ming along, however. This album is
full of hooks so if you like singing
along to a song, you will enjoy this
album. If you're a fan of more rock
oriented music, however, you
won't find much to work with on
Rocksteady. Overall, this is a pretty
solid album, but I still can't help
but hope the group will go back to
a harder format in the future.
Amanda Fitzpatrick
Editor's Note: This week, Ear
Candy is dedicated solely to
myself Lynnette and my drug-
addled minions. Enjoy!
Busta Rhymes
Genesis
Animosity arose within the hip-hop
world after Busta Rhymes' failure
to release a new album at the
beginning of 2001. Unfortunately,
it appears that Genesis, Mr.
Rhymes' latest offering, may serve
to exemplify the criticisms which
have been liberally voiced by the
cynics of hip-hop. Perhaps Busta
Rhymes has lost his creative edge.
In contrast to many other con-
ceptual Busta Rhymes projects,
Genesis contains no definitive and
enduring flow. Basically, the lack of
direction can be equated to the
fact that Genesis contains almost as
many producers as actual tracks.
From the Neptunes to
Batlelcat, the presence of many
diverse producers creates a confus-
ing and broken album that is more
reflective of a Wilf's Wednesday
night soundtrack than the cleverly
arranged chaotic overtones which
have come to make up a Busta
Rhymes album.
Genesis attempts to hit hard
through the inclusion of a compa-
ny of superstar rappers.
Appearances from the likes of Puff
Daddy...sorry, P. Diddy are, much
like the album, uninspired and
generic.
Essentially, Genesis falls apart
at the halfway point, where the
album becomes ransacked by lousy
R n' Band humour-inducing gangs-
ta' rap lyrics. In Busta's own words:
"I gots 5,000 karats all up in my
watch." Wow, how impressive!
The few worthwhile moments
of Genesis include the Pete Rock-
produced and Public Enemy -
inspired "Shut Em' 2002," which
hits hard with a punching bass line,
and a few Dr. Dre produced tracks
that complement a less refined and
more traditional Busta Rhymes'
rapping style.
In the end, however, Genesis
suggests that Busta Rhymes, lack-
ing innovation and overflowing
with "bitches," "niggas," and
"guns," has become a mere parody
of himself and leave hip-hop fans
eagerly awaiting ODB's prison
release.
Noah Deszca
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/f's true! You can!
Just come by the Student Publications
office. But hurry...they're going fast!
sports
Laurier basketball: for better...
Mariana Hrkac
The Laurier men's basketball pro-
gram is falling witness to things
beyond anyone's wildest imagina-
tion. Spectators, athletes, and com-
petitors alike are all in a state of
shock having grown accustomed to
the struggling ways of the Laurier
teams of the past. This plague,
however, has been lifted, the play
has been incredible, and their
potential is boundless.
With the game opener of the
New Year came the same old
excitement as we have grown to
expect from the men's basketball
squad. The team added a win to
their already outstanding position
bringing their record to 6-2 in
league play.
This win in particular was one
in which the Hawks were very
much the underdogs.
Unfortunately, the majority of us
still doubts their ability to win.
The Hawks, however, were once
again able to pull out a victory in
the close battle that ensued against
Mac. The game started off on a
good note for the Hawks but soon
took a turn for the worse.
We started off
well but once we
were faced with
their pressure, we
r >
got tentative. They took off from
there, commented Head Coach
Peter Campbell. The Hawks trailed
at the half by a score of 39-26.
Some spectators chose to leave
at halftime on the assumption that
the game was over. You know what
they say about those that assume
anything, especially when it comes
to the unpredictable and
unleashed potential of Laurier's
Golden boys.
The wiser spectators sat
patiently in the stands with hopes
of a turnaround. And that is exact-
ly what they got. An exciting twist
and turn of events left the Hawks
suddenly within reach of the victo-
ry.
Apparently, the Marauders
were celebrating before the fat lady
Laurier 62, McMaster 61
had begun to sing. With six min-
utes left in the game, the
Maurauders saw themselves start-
ing to sweat. The pressure was all
of a sudden in the burgundy cor-
ner as the Hawks surged ahead to
take their first lead of the basket-
ball game.
James Hudson made a baseline
jumper to bring the Hawks to
equal footing with the opposition.
The minutes to follow had the
score teeter-totter back and forth
between the teams. It was anyone's
ball game.
At the 3:40 mark, it was Todd
Cooney who was the Hawk's
knight in shining armor. He drove
to the basket and drew a foul on an
unassuming McMaster player. He
was able to convert the play into
three points to give the Hawks a
four-point lead.
The next three minutes did
not, however, look as good. A few
key turnovers and some poor
defense by the Hawks left them in
a less than desirable position. With
less than a minute left in play, the
Maurauders were in possession of
the ball and a two-point lead.
The first two highlights having
r i
come from rook-
ies, the final two
came by way of two
veteran players.
r ,
Third year point guard Darren
Veira had a crucial defensive play
for the Hawks. With only half a
minute remaining, Veira was able
to cleverly get position on the Mac
ball carrier. His tenacious effort
along with the help of a controver-
sial call by a twit of a referee result-
ed in an offensive foul being
charged to the Maurauders. This
gave possession back to the
Hawks.
Down by two, the Hawks had
one final opportunity. The glory
filled highlight of the game came
from none other than third year
veteran, Chris Caruso. A proven
competitor both physically and
mentally, Caruso is every coach's
dream.
The kind of guy you want tak-
ing the three when you're down by
two with 4.7 seconds left in the
game, on the baseline, on a fade
away, against a 6'l" defender. Of
course he is - mainly because he
did it.
The Hawks won by a score of
62-61 and left the Maurauders
dumbfounded, no doubt wonder-
ing the last time in history they
had dropped a game to the Hawks.
The scoring was distributed
equally among the team and
important contributions came
from every member. The leading
scorer for the Hawks was captain
Dan Jonker, who had 11 points at
the buzzer.
Dan did a real good job
rebounding, hitting the pull up
and really setting a good example.
We need more guys to do that. As
well, Andrew MacKay had a great
shift, he added a burst of energy
and excitement to get the guys
going, said Campbell.
Todd Cooney and Chris Keith
added 10 points each to their
team's effort. Keith played well
early, getting us off to a good start,
explained Coach Campbell.
That's what is so neat about this
team. They all take turns at leading
and stepping up - exactly what
teams are supposed to do.
On the final play of the game,
Campbell ran a sequence with a
variety of options and offered his
rationale behind it: I don't know if
we have the 'go-to-guy'. I figured
the more options they have the
better they are. The responsibility
was then left in the hands of the
men on the floor to evaluate and
choose the best one.
Coach was confident that his
team would find the guy that was
open because they had done exact-
ly that in prior games. It was the
same guys on the floor that got us
to the 5-2 record and we've won
more of the close ones than we've
lost. These guys work hard every-
day and it's no wonder, suggested
Campbell.
Anything is possible on any
given day with a team like this one.
This truth cannot be denied and
draws a crowd to each and every
outing.
We're a young team, a hard
working team, and a year away
from being a good basketball team.
We're just paving the road. A for-
ward-looking and humble state-
ment, this team has already cap-
tured our attention, capitalized on
their abilities, and captivated their
competition.
The Golden Hawks head out to
London to face off against the
Western Mustangs this weekend.
The highly touted Mustangs cur-
rently hold the only spot above the
Hawks in the OUA West Division
standings.
What can be expected is hard
to say as the team continues to
astonish us with their play and the
number of wins they have realized.
Perhaps the wins should come as
no surprise to us anymore. This
team has clearly proven them-
selves to the Laurier community
and to the entire league.
Claiming a spot among the best
yet still exploiting the advantage of
an underdog team may just be
their winning secret.
LAURA
ROtHACEWICH
Laurier's men's basketball team continues to surprise in this improbable season of theirs.
...Or for worse
Mariana Hrkac
Similar only by way of sport association, the
women's basketball team has not been able
to keep up with the winning ways of their
male counterparts. Their current record, 1-
6, leaves them with a lot of ground to make
up if the Her-Hawks are to be respectfully
categorized with the likes of the His-Hawks.
McMaster 66, Laurier 43
One common theme between the teams
has been the tendency to be in close, down
to the wire competitions with the opposing
team. That was the case for the women until
Saturday's contest against the McMaster
Marauders. Some may argue
that the Hawks
were, in fact, no contest for tht Maurauders.
The Maurauders took the win by a score
of 66-43 and led by more than twenty points
at other occasions in the game. The story of
the game for the Hawks was a poor first half
and an excellent second half display from
the Hawks.
Our problem was that our defense was
friggin" horrendous and we couldn't score,
commented an adamant Head Coach Stu
Julius. And that will pretty much do it: lose
the game for you, that is.
The Hawks had their worst shooting per-
centage of the season from the field and
their turnover numbers were higher than
usual as well, That, coupled with a McMaster
team showing up to play, left the Hawks in a
debilitating position at the conclusion of the
first half.
The second half was a good story for the
Hawks. Playing almost even with Mac, the
Hawks were able to pick up their defense
while simultaneously improving their own
scoring effort. They took good shots and
made more of them. Unfortunately the sec-
ond half effort was too little, too late.
A particularly special game for Laurier's
Delicia Channer, the transfer from McMaster
was eligible for her first game back against
none other than her previous dwelling.
Channer joined the Hawks this year after
having played at McMaster in her first year of
university.
She has been sitting on the sidelines for
a year and a half now and has just recently
had the pleasure of wearing the purple and
gold. An eager and ready Channer had a very
respectable showing, pouring in 15 points as
the only offensive weapon on her team
showing up on this day's event.
I came here because of Stu, I think he's a
really good coach. Also because of the play-
ers I knew were coming in, said Channer.
She saw potential in a team that she thought
to be going places. She is clearly excited
about being back in basketball action and
has big plans for herself and her team.
Although our record isn't the greatest,
we can only go up now, I hope that now that
I can play we can change all that. I know
we'll come out on top, our record right now
means nothing, she continued.
A great attitude in light of a past that can-
not be changed, learning from it and looking
to the future with a positive attitude is all
that is left to do.
Upon being asked about her individual
performance against her former teammates,
Delicia agreed that she played well although
she also concluded that, "it doesn't matter,
because we didn't win."
. *
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Continued on Page 23—
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What the heck is going on in sports?
A first half review and second halfpreview of in-season teams
Men's Hockey
Currently tied for 2nd in the OUA midwest
Record: 5-7-0
Their story:-Last year's Cinderella team was ripped apart by Head Coach Tony Martindale
and his coaching staff. Currently, the team possesses 21 rookies on its squad of 28.
-
Rookie Kevin Corso leads the team in scoring with seven goals and twelve points overall,
leaving him tied for 12th in the OUA for scoring.
- Team's inexperience has shown thus far, and inconsistent play has marred the squad, as
evidenced by the Hawks' close 5-4 loss to current national champions UQTR, which was
immediately followed by a 7-2 debacle of a loss to Concordia, the last place team in the
OUA Far East division.
- Team's goal is Obvious: make it to the CIS championships via the back door, much like
last season. With the University Cup taking place in Kitchener, WLU will have the opportu-
nity to qualify for the national championships as the host team. The Hawks simply
need
to make the OUA playoffs in order to qualify for the mini-tournament, in which they will
likely face off against Guelph for the opportunity to play at the University Cup.
Prediction: Team will finish at or near 500 on the season and qualify for the CIS champi-
onships in the mini-series., However, the Hawks' young team will be exposed at the Cl's
which will provide much in the way of experience but little in terms of victories.
Men's Basketball
Currently hold second place in the OCA West Division standings.
Their Story: -Have taken the league by storm, overachieving in every respect. Quickly
have gone from last year's OUA-worst 2-12 record to a top contender in the
conference.
- Have come out on top in a bunch of nail biters and are extremely exciting to watch.
- Coach Peter Campbell's plan of taking the Hawks from cellar-dwellers to CIS contenders
has moved even faster than he expected. It will be a travesty if anyone but him is named
CIS coach of the year.
Standout players:
- Solid leadership and play from captain Dan Jonker and veteran Adam Rogers.
- Transfer Chris Caruso has added a new dimension for the Hawks.
- Rookies Todd Cooney and Chris Keith have proven themselves well beyond their rookie
status. Both have made an immediate impact in the league and will for years to come.
Prediction: Team will continue to grow but will
also experience some growing pains and
will come out on either side of close games. Should host a playoff game and make it to the
QUA final four.
Men's Volleyba
Currently in the last place in the OUA West Division,
Record: 2-12
Their Story:
- Nothing but stuggles. Team simply not competitive against majority of OUA opponents
- Passing has been consistently effective, room for improvement in the hitting department
- Team has currently matched their final 2-12 record from last season, but with five extra
games to play this year, there's still a chance for squad to improve.
Standout players:
- Third
year power hitter, Ted Kern, leads the offence as he continues to slam them down.
Kern has been one of the few bright points on the team this year.
- Rookie Tyler Chatterson has moved right in to the starting line-up, making a contribution
from the middle position and giving the team hope for the future.
Prediction:
- Will need a miracle to make the playoffs. Unfortunately for these Hawks, no such thing
will occur.
Women's Hockey
Currently first in the OUA West and possess the best record in the OUA
Record: 9-0-1
Their story:- The Hawks, with the exception of the Varsity Blues, have consistently domi-
nated the OUA the past couple of years.
- Team may finally be skilled enough to shake the U of Toronto skeletons from their clos-
et. On November 10th, WLU finally overcame their East division counterparts with a 1-0
victory and later in the month thejeams skated to a 1-1 draw.
- Most surprising is the team's dominance despite having fourteen rookies on the roster,
leaving one to only wonder about the potential this team will unleash in the coming years.
Standout players:-Jacqueline Grahek has picked up right where she left off last year,
with sevtn goals and thirteen points overall, placing her amongst the OUA leaders in both
categories.
- Rookie goaltender Cindy Kadie sf>iay has been scary at times. She leads the OUA
amongst starters with a 94.44 save percentage
and a stingy 1.30 goals against average.
Prediction:- To nobody's surprise the OUA championship will come down to U of T and
Laurier. The Hawks should finally be able to overcome their rivals and wind up with a
medal, quite possibly gold, at the CIS championships.
Women's Basketball
Currently in last place in the OUA West Division
Record: 2-6
Their Story:-Struggling with their shooting from the Field and, as a result, have poor team
percentages.
~
,
- Talented on paper but have not been playing to their potential during competition.
- Coach Stu Julius' five year plan to the CIS championships is quickly falling to the wayside
as the team's rebuilding is taking longer than initially planned.
Standout players:
- Solid, consistent scoring from 61" rookie post player Robin Rosy,ell.
- lop recruit, Sarah Zagorski, leading the effort from"the point guard position.
- Beth Dragon has been the defensive spark for the Hawks.
- Watch for Delicia Channer - a transfer from McMaster University who only just now quali-
fies to play for the Hawks - to dominate the scoreboard for the Hawks.
Prediction: The addition of Channer should help the team in their climb up the standings.
Women's Volleyball
Currently first in the OUA West Division and the only undefeated team in the OUA
Record: 10-0
Their Story:
- Smooth sailing for these ladies who, unexpectedly, have jumped to the top of the OUA los-
ing just four sets in league play the entire season.
- Hawks are a talented, experienced, and hard working squad who have dominated their
opponents
- Only possible OUA competition will come in the way of York, which will definitely be a
knock against this team if they make it to CIS championships as every other conference fea-
tures extremely stiff competition.
Standout players:
- The triple pack: Lisa Martin, Cathy Ingalls, and Paula Watson.
- Ingalls and Martin dominate and shield the middle with their hitting and blocking.
- Watson cannot and will not be stopped - power, precision, and poise.
Prediction:
Who's next?!? The Hawks are well on their way to the CIS Championships, but will have a
difficult time once they reach the Nationals.
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Hawks try to name a famous Finn. can you? 
Continued from Cover 
')espite the score, the Hawks were satisfied 
vith their performance and came out in the 
'econd period with momentum. 
.\fter scoring what would be their lone 
goal of the game. Laurier was unable to fur-
ther frustrate the national team and the 
Finns topped off the second period at a 
<;core of 8-1. 
The Lady Hawks kept up their efforts, 
only giving up two additional markers dur-
ing third period action. Although the final 
outcome of the game was a nine-goal margin 
at a score of 10-1 in favour of Finland. the 
Hawks were content with their performance 
and appreciative of the privilege it was to 
play against such a talented group of ath-
letes. 
Ranked as the #3 team in the world 
behind Canada and the United States), this 
was Finland's final camp prior to traveling to 
:'alt Lake City for the 2002 Olympics. 
'Their puck movement and speed was 
difficult to defend against," said Bowker of 
,he Hawks' Finnish competition. Bowker 
added that he hoped that the girls would 
larry what they have learned from this expe-
rience into OUA league play. 
'Playing three games at this caliber will 
"'elp us for sure," commented Bowker on 
his mcredible opportunity. 
\]though much of their time in Finland 
vas <;pent playing hockey, their trip certain-
v wa~ not limited to the ice. The Hawks 
med the frigid temperatures to ~ee the 
vre' ,nd get the most out of thetr Finnish 
XPt'C.ltlOn. 
)uring their trip, the Hawks stayed in 
-~=~~""'e~autiful lakeside cabins and were exposed 
the forests and wildlife deep in Finland's 
.ountains. The Hawks also took in the 
· ecr·'cular architecture in the cities, for a 
,ell-rnunded Finnish experience. 
rhe Hawks went shopping in Helsinki, 
arched a men's professional hockey game, 
ent tobogganing at midnight, played soc-
Pr m two feet of snow and participated in a 
aditional Finnish New Years. 
')n New Years' Eve the Lady Hawks 
']axed in a sauna before jumping in a lake 
t -2)° Celsius. performing a polar bear dip 
they will not soon forget. 
A magical New Year was topped off with 
a fancy dinner at the local country club and 
a fireworks display put on especially for the 
visiting Golden Hawks. 
After what started as just a dream a year 
ago, the women's hockey Hawks were able 
to raise enough money through volunteer-
ing at football games and other activities to 
make their incredible journey to the other 
side of the world. 
Indeed, their Finnish experience is a 
memory that will surely last and none of the 
Hawks' OUA rivals can claim to have partici-
pated in such a fantastic and worthwhile 
adventure this season. 
"They'll protect this trip in their 
thoughts," said Bowker of his team's experi-
ence of a lifetime. "We represented Canada 
and the game of hockey very well." 
The Ice Hawks resume their local season 
this week with a game against Western today 
in London followed by a tilt in Windsor 
against the Lancers on Saturday. 
WLU then returns home for games 
against those same two teams next week. 
ATTENTION 2002 GRADUATES!!! 
ACT NOW! IT'S YOUR LAST CHANCE! 
YOU WANT-TO BE 
IN THE CLASS COMPOSITE 
& YEARBOOK ... 
DON 1TYOU? 
SIGN UP IN_IHEHUJtNOW! SIGN UP .. J~IHJ; _tiUB NQW! 
COMPOSITE FEE INCLUDES : 8- l 0 PRO OFS 
~o"'<,._ 
•'*".._...,. . TH~ ~ THE ONLY PHOTO lHAT Wlll BE USED IN lHE CLASS COMPO~TE 
THERE IS NO OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE ANY PACKAGES. 
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CLASS COMPOSITE 
MEMORY FOLDER 
YEARBOOK PHOTO 
Dave Smith/jostens. 
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As for the team and the games
ahead, the prospects for turning a
sour situation sweet is not yet
impossible. Believe in ourselves
and step it up - that's what we need
to do, offered Delicia.
With four years
of eligibility
remaining, she will be looked to
for continuous contributions and
as a building block for future
Golden Hawk teams.
Specific notice by Julius was
taken in regards to his team's gen-
eral defensive effort.
We weren't strong on defense,
not getting on the floor, not get-
ting to loose balls. That can make a
huge difference. We were fully pre-
pared for the game, its just Mac
played harder than we did,
explained Julius.
Right now I think everyone is
good BUT US, commented Julius.
Not that he is saying that they
cannot be good; they just have yet
to show it during competition.
With the majority of their
games still remaining, the Hawks
must find an answer to the real
problem. Why are we not winning?
It still remains a mystery. On
paper they have all the potential in
the world. Yet in reality they have
had nothing but troubles in trying
to draw on it.
Although basketball is the com-
mon thread, the men seem to have
victory on their side, while the
women have only defeat on theirs.
They set out on the road to
London this weekend to take on
the Western Mustangs. Regardless
of the results thus far, there is still
a bona fide possibility for the
women to attain their goal of a top
four finish in the OUA West divi-
sion.
The league is extremely tem-
peramental and anyone can come
out on top. Maybe if the Hawks
themselves take on some of this
temperament in the league and get
really mad, they'll go on a winning
streak and never look back in the
fourteen game stretch ahead them.
Oh, how the
tables have turned
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Yesterday evening, Laurier's men's and women's basketball teams
faced oif against the Gueljph Gryphons. In a turn of events, the
women's team defeated the Grvphs 58-48 while the men fell 71-56 to
their divisional foes. Leading tfie charge for the women was Deiicia
Channer who netted 19 points while grabbing 1.1 boards. The men,
meanwhile,, were led by Todd Cooney who scored 11 points and had 7
assists in the losing cause. The women improve to 2-6 while the men
fall to 6-3 on the year.
Women's b-ball lambasted
byMcMaster
...Continued from Page 20
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I -MANEYpm.com I
I TIME IS RUNNING OUT!!! I
I SECURE YOUR HOUSING NEEDS I
I FOR SEPTEMBER TODAY!!! I
ICHECK OUT OUR GREAT RENTALS I
I WWW.HANEYPM.COM I
j s {jomp| ete 25-Hour Seminar Packages
) 9 Proven Test-Taking Strategies
: ESL Teacher Training Courses • Personalized Professional Instruction
■ * Intensive 50-hourTESL courses a Comprehensive Study Materials
; ■ Classroom managementtechniques a Free Repeat Policy
; ■ Detailed lesson planning B Simulated Practice Exams
8 Skills' development: grammar prouun- „ AvajSablc
ciatson, speaking, readmg and wntmg
, Xhousands of Satisfied Students
« Comprehensive teaching materials
: Oxford Seminars
recruiters from around the world If-800-269-6719
For More Info Contact Oxford Seminars: iJLi A\ 094..T9AA
)-800-269-67<9/ 416-924-3240 ■p«Bpp|is»
Daytona Beach
from $ 1 7 9
*6 nights beach front hotei
'Optional bus transportation
'Pool parties and club events
Quebec from $199
Ski/Snowboarding Trip!
'Roundtrip bus transportation
*3 nights accommodation
'Optional skiing/boarding
at Mont Sainte Anne
To book,contact:
; 112 TRAVEL CUTS
www.travelcuts.com
Fred Nichols Campus Centre,
3rd Floor or call
886-8228
Tours operated by Breakaway ToursOnt. Reg
#242270712267878, Prices will vary dependingon
departure point.Aboveprices based on max. occupancy(11l
■
■■UK
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Health and I
' q
1 "If your New Year's Resolution
w1 ~ 1 * s t0 ose weight, feel better and
,
'
I 1 to look great, I can personally
? 'ffili'i | guarantee that we have what it
l fHpHI takes to ensure you achieve your
1 m David | goals. That is why I've made it
1
|j
1
so easy for you to belong. Join
1
*
J for as iow as $3.50 per week!"
Living the
Kitchener: Waterloo:
576-7744 1253 King Street, Women Only 747-1044 140 Columbia Street West,
744-6262 25 Frederick Street, Coed Coed & Women Only Areas
Nominal initiation and administrative fees apply. Limited time offer. Valid student ID required.
2002ALifeOdyssey
Pub Talk
Student Publications staff members were
asked: What is your New Year's resolution
for 2002: "The Year of the Palindrome"?
I want to be a woman. They have legs.
Legs are fun.
Wilbur McLean
Sporto Supreme
Nein! Nein!! Ich aendere mein Leben
nicht!!!
Wayne Money
All Around Nice Guy
To go to class for the first time. I have
yet to attend a class during my five
years at Laurier. Maybe a teacher will
recognize my face.
Eddy Schall
No One Knows His Job
To openly defend Michael Jackson
when he is publicly mocked.
Amy Wright
Resident Feminist on Staff
To avoid Wayne. I will also likely eat
plenty of fried foods.
Mariana Hrkac
Cyclefit Instructor of the Year
I'm going to persuade some hot girls
to stalk me, achieve my life-long
dream of becoming Tannis' con-
sigliori and continue to point out the
failings of everyone around me.
Maneesh Sehdev
Built to Last
I'm going to use the word dude and
manders in every sentence that I can.
They are the two most underrated
words in the English language.
Lynnette Visaya
Dude's Dude
I'm going to try to gain 100 pounds of
muscle in an attempt to appear more
intimidating.
John Carlaw
International Man of Mystery
I may or may not stop using my hands
when I talk...however, essentially,
basically, I also may manage my Star
Trek watching with school...
Chris Ellis
Head Honcho
Conga, Conga, CONGA!!!!!
Dillon Moore
Director of "Pearl Necklace"
I'm going to try to go to all my
B:3oam classes without having to
sneak in alcohol in my imfamously
large Tim Horton's coffee cup.
Chris Jacobson
Iron Man Extraordinaire
I've decided that I'm going to shame-
lessly plug myself in my section as
many times as possible in a
lame
attempt to get a date.
Kevin Klein
The Funny Guy
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recipes
for disaster
happy parent, parents or guardian
Kevin Klein
So it's a new year. A new term.
Another chance to get your head
out of your ass.
Ok, back to reality. You've
turned to me for advice to make
your parents happy. Well, bad
news. There is a good chance I
can't help you. Hell, there is a
good chance I don't want to help
you. But alas, I am here to assist
you in putting a smile on your
mommy and daddy's usually sour
puss.
It is a good start to flip back
into the history of our fine news-
paper to November 28, 2001 and
re-read the editorial. Chris
Jacobson has laid out for you a
goal that will more than likely
make your parents breathe a little
easier; Pay your own tuition. Stop
milking them for all their worth,
and concrete frown will begin to
crack.
And while we're paying out of
our own pockets, how about foot-
ing the textbook bill as well. The
hundreds of dollars being gouged
from your calloused hands
should
be your own.
Do it or not, you must tell your
parents that you are going to the
bar less, class more and home-
work will supercede the
Playstation. Work will be the focus
of your every morsel
of energy and
you will eat, sleep and breathe
school.
Isn't everyone's resolution to
make their parents like them
more, which would in turn lead to
more love from them in commod-
ity form? Christmas can come all
year long.
Another fantastic way to butter
up the parents are calls home.
They miss you, they want to talk to
you and hear all about you
univer-
sity experience. This is another
good place to remind you that talk
of all the bars you've been to, all
the members of the opposite sex
you've toured through your room,
all the times you been threatened
with the ever-threatening resi-
dence probation or how much you
are looking forward to not coming
home again.
If your New Year's resolution is
to go to the gym,
do better at
school, stop smoking or anything
else crazy like that, change it.
This is your NEW New Year's
resolution. Make your parents
happy. Put a smile on their face for
the first time since you hit that
home run to win the T-ball cham-
pionship back in '84.
Editor's Note: For a real recipe,
check out the University of
Waterloo Imprint and their lame
recipe section.
SOMEONE
Daddy Bob is happy.
HLITPHOrO
I've never seen mom so happy.
~
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24 Days to Launch
| Saturday, February 2, 2002
Volunteer Opportunities Available
jfSon Saturday Jan
19th 2002
■ 11 Humanities Theatre, U of W.
VI I ADVANCE TICKETS $12
#pr jncess cinema Box Office
(open tOam daily) 885-2950
9am daily) 886-3121
3-Ream Bonus Pack Networking Supplies j
tIA 104291
lII'-' :Y'i #rg§§i§|||
M.
w
X PC Card
M f|||| 291661 $22,99
Hanging File Box I
Letter or Lega!
Notebook j
Gold Lid I Card $57.99 1
$ 4
294241
V Tech 900 MHZ, I
llu Wm gmkomCffatikt
«wsss
—• $49*99 T^m.
886 9966 j j
m JFM M m*m www.officedepot.com j 1/ I
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What you need. What you need to know,
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New initiative at Laurier
Christmas shopping take away your purchasing power? Stop buying expensive
new textbooks and go pick up a "well-preserved" book at the Solarium
Byron Pascoe
Upon returning to Laurier to start a
fresh term, one of the major com-
plaints discussed around campus is
the high cost of textbooks. The
newest and cleanest editions come
complete with the highest prices
and extra long line-ups at The
Bookstore. The major alternative
has been postings around school
for individuals selling their books.
Starting this term, another
alternative has been created. The
Association of Collegiate
Entrepreneurs (ACE) in partner-
ship with The
Bookstore, The
Dean of
Students and
the LMA
(Lau r ie r
Marketing
Association)
have created the
Student
BookSwap,
which runs from
Wednesday
January 9th
through to
Monday, January 14th in the
Solarium.
On Wednesday students
dropped off their used textbooks
to the Swap Team. The students
themselves chose the prices
affixed to the books. The seller will
receive his/her money after the
text is sold. However there is no
guarantee of payment because
there is no guarantee that the spe-
cific textbook will sell. This form of
consignment, whereby the seller
sets the price for the purchaser
through the third party is already
an important aspect of the text-
book culture next door at the
University ofWaterloo.
ACE in partnership
with The Bookstore,
The Dean of
Students and the
LMA (Laurier
Marketing
Association) have
created the Student
BookSwap.
Waterloo's Used Book Store is a
year-round consignment book-
store alternative to their main
bookstore and is a service of their
Federation of Students', the equiv-
alent of our WLUSU. At their used
bookstore, students can leave their
books with the store for up to a
year. After that time, if the text isn't
sold, the book will become the
property of the Used Book Store.
Laurier's Book Swap Team,
comprised of volunteers, cata-
logued the used texts and gave the
sellers a receipt with their contact
information and the book's selling
prices. Thursday
through
Saturday
between 10am
and 3pm the
Solarium will be
open for sale of
used texts.
There will be
lists of books
that are in
inventory and
when pur-
. chasers want to
buy a book in
j
stock, they will be offered from the
least to the most expensive. Finally
on Monday, January 14th, they are
open from 10am to 9pm for all
booksellers to collect money from
the sale of their texts and/or take
back any unsold texts.
Another plus to taking advan-
tage of this service other than the
better prices that students can
receive compared to the
Bookstore is that students looking
to sell their texts can eliminate the
confusion of finding buyers.
An important part of the plan-
ning for this project for ACE
Entrepreneurs was its marketing.
It's a great idea, but if no one real-
ly knows about it, then the project
is useless. They planned a mass
marketing campaign before the
end of the fall term. Posters situat-
ed in key positions on campus
were an integral part of the cam-
paign. For example, study areas
such as the Science building were
an important poster target. As well,
a coloured banner was made for
the Athletic Complex where many
students wrote final exams.
The large amount of dedicated
volunteers contacted other stu-
dents through voice messages on
answering machines, and Banyan
login pop-up information was also
used to get the word out. A major
aspect of the target market
revolved around business core
classes where energetic volunteers
made presentations to each class
and collected email addresses of
the students to send the e-flyer. In
September 2002 however, the
approach will be altered when the
marketing plan will be refocused
for the entire school.
Jeff Chu, VP of ACE Ventures
and one of four BookSwap Project
Managers says,"The execution of
this Student Book Swap is proof
that an idea is only an idea until
you take it and mould it into some-
thing more than words on paper.
Obstacles will prevent you from
succeeding but it's the journey
that is the most valuable, and if
that business turns profitable,
you've made nothing into some-
thing."
ACE is very fortunate to have a
strong team of volunteers working
hard in promoting their service.
They hope that the entrepreneur-
ial spirit behind the project can
lead it to victory. There are numer-
ous entrepreneurial ideas being
developed by students constantly.
However, it is the dedication and
perseverance of the team backing
the project that is required for true
success. This team of volunteers
and project managers has these
qualities and is confident they will
succeed.
This simple process commenc-
ing this term will hopefully
become tradition here at Laurier.
This is the true test of the entre-
preneurial venture. When
September rolls around, the
Student Book Swap can launch into
full swing and perhaps gain popu-
larity as a new medium of buying
and selling used books. Overall the
more students that use this serv-
ice, the better off all students are
in getting used books for the best
prices available.
CHRIS
JACOBSON
ACE volunteers help students get money for their used textbooks. You can purchase books this Thursday
through Saturday January 12th at the Solarium.
Business Bytes
Weekly Business Joke(s)
Things to do in Accounting Class:
- Have contests with a person on the other
side of the class to say the word,
"Accounting!" louder and louder. Do this
until you create a large scene.
- With the person beside you, look around
the room and try to guess what people's
names are. If you know their name, guess
their middle name. You can also play this
game guessing what they would call their
pet fish, what they had for breakfast, what
they do on weekends, and what animal they
would be if they were one.
- Staring contests with random students you
don't know as well as the professor.
- Study for the quiz that you may or may not
have at the end of the class. In the meantime
disregard all information being taught while
you cram. Don't ask me why your quiz marks
consistently drop.
- Guess at what exact moment it will be
when someone who walked by one door's
window will pass by the other door. Take
bets and make odds.
- Dress up as a number. Not just on
Halloween. And not just the number 1 or 0
either. They are easy. Try to make a costume
for the number 2,854. That's not an easy
number to dress up as. I would know.
BBA's Sweep National Competition
The annual College / University Stock
Market Competition is a way to make a name
for yourself early on in the Laurier BBA pro-
gram. Business 111 students competed not
only against each other but also with other
business students across the country in this
two month competition.
Students were given $100,000 to buy and
sell real stocks using a simulated program
online. Despite the extreme volatility in the
market due to September 11th, Laurier had
incredible results. Bryan Fan, Laurie Kroach
and Sean Macintosh won national first, sec-
ond and third spots respectively out of a
total of 1,728 college and university teams.
During the competition, Fan completed 73
trades in total to turn $100,000 into
$369,190. He diversified his portfolio with
an array of investment types including
bonds, mutual funds, GICs, equities and
options. Fan's most profitable secret to his
success was short selling, which means that
he was betting that his choice company
stock market prices would fall.
Argentina's Troubles
After a decade-long policy of keeping
their peso at a one-for-one equivalence with
the American dollar, Argentina recently
devalued its currency nearly 30 percent to
1.4 pesos per US dollar. This was part of an
economic reform package, passed Sunday to
save its economy. Argentina's Economic
Minister Jorge Remes Lenicoy stated, "Our
economy
has totally collapsed".
Argentina defaulted on its debt last
week, the biggest by any nation in history.
Their government had an $11 billion budget
deficit in 2001 and is $141 billion in debt.
The currency devaluation is intended to
make Argentina more competitive in world
markets and ease the recession. But it cre-
ates a short-term risk of inflation, corporate
bankruptcies, and job cuts.
Minister Lenicoy asked for understand-
ing from investors and his citizens, who
have reacted to the country's financial crisis
and various painful remedies with violent
unrest in recent weeks. Believing the infla-
tion would soon cause prices to sky-rocket,
Argentinians quickly flocked to stores to buy
imported goods. To prevent a run on
the
banks, the government had previously
restricted how much money people could
withdraw from their accounts.
There are concerns the devaluation
could jeopardize future international invest-
ment in Argentina. Many global investors
bought into Argentinian utilities with
the
understanding that their fees would be
indexed to the US dollar. The devaluation
means they could see a loss ofabout 30 per-
cent in potential revenues.
Compiled by Byron Pascoe
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I Study Hall Program Dear International Writers, Business Writers
Needed Immediatly I'm glad to know that you are all You guys are too funny. Except
■ Jan. 2002 - April 2002. University coming back to write during the that Marc guy... the business edi-
Children's International Summer students to tutor our new ULTIMATE QUESTIONS
second term. Soon, we will take tor is right - don't put any more of
Villages (CISV) has an immediate Canadian Children at community Bible study by correspondence.
over the WORLD!!!!!!!!! More his jokes in.
opening for a mature adult
male based study hall. Students range For a free copy of the course
details in the coming weeks. . . Not the Business Editor
to travel to Scandinavia this com- fom grade 3to 12 needing sup- please send name and address to; J
ohn
;
—~
ing summer
with a delegation of port in English, French, high- Bible study, Lloyd
11-year old children. If you are
school Sciences and Maths. Own Zion United Reformed Church D JJB You can't triple stamp a double
interested and have experience transportation is preferred. 1238 Main St.
Sim City is mine.... It always will stamp.
working with children, please call Training and screening is Gen.del.Sheffield, Ont.
be. Keep your dirty paws off. Harry
Linda Turek at 632-9319 or required. LOR IZO City Master
info@cisvwaterloo.org by January Call Big Sisters @ 743-5206 to or email bible@zurch.on.ca
Girls at the Turret
18th. You must be available for sign up for training session on Visit or website: www.zurich.on.ca Jme Apparently
I was drunk on
weekly meetings beginning in January 14, 2002. Hope your birthday
was every- Monday and was giving out an
March. Scholarships Available thing you hoped
it would be. abundance of hugs to random
Big Sister Match Program Heidi Thiessen Memorial Sorr y
l didn't get you a present, people. If you didn't get a hug,
Camp Wayne co-ed camp in Needed Immediatly Scholarships (11000 and $500) are
but I thought that holding up don't worry. Email me at
Northeast PA. (6/19-8/16). Big Sister volunteers. Over 60 available to third and fourth year your
hair was gift enough. chris.jacobson@wlusp.com for
If you love
children and want a children waiting for a friend. students at the University of
Your favourite roommate your free hug.
caring, fun environment, we need Help make a difference by spend- Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier
Business Editor
female staff for tennis, Golf, ing 3 hours a week with a child. University. February 1, 2002
Tait
Gymnastics, Swimming, Water Inquire re: our short term match deadline. For details see
Don't worry. . . not everyone saw Daddy Mac!
Skiing, Sailing, Baseball, Softball, program. Car an asset. www.stc.waterloo.ca. Y
ou fall on Your ass at
Phil's on You make the best turkey around.
Soccer, Volleyball, Cheerleading, Next training session on February Sunday night.
I swear. I was going to stop by on Boxing
Camping and Nature, Ropes 2, 2002 from 9-4pm. LSAT - GMAT - GRE - MCAT Your
Worst Enemy Day to pick up the left overs but I
Course, Drama, Ceramics, Call 743-5206 to register. www.PßEP.com
couldn't get a horse and buggy
Photography, Videography, "Chance Favours the PREPared
Dr
-
Zeus ride at lam.
Silkscreen Drawing and Painting, Mind!"
We are n°t monkeys. .. . Some JAC guy
Batik, Printmaking, Sculpture, Flexible formats and frequent Uof
Your Favourite Chimp — -
Calligraphy, Guitar, Piano, T start dates. Subscribe to our
Roomie at 327 Spruce
Aerobics, Martial Arts, Room For Rent "Law School Bound" email
Cookie Thanks for the Karma Sutra book.
Maintenance/Gardener. Female roommate wanted for newsletter at: learn@prep.com
Yes I read the book in a day. .. I Just don't get any ideas of testing
Interviews at Rim Park Job Fair shared accomadation. Room LSAT prep for June 10 starts May
have no life. You know this and those techniques with me. I
February 6th. Call 1-800-279-3019. available in a fully furnished 4,11,25,30. GMAT prep starts
so do I! Maybe the real question respect your sexual identity, but I
On line applications at house. Suitable for students. monthly.' Dr. Ferdinand's Gold is why are you still on Chapter 5 don't swing that way.
www.campwaynegirls.com Must be a non-smoker. Close to Standard MCAT program starts on
wh en you have been reading it for Sleepless and worried
bus stops and all ammenities. June 8 and July 20
over a year?
Come Home To Camp Wayne $350 plus utilities or $450 inclu- ■www.prep.com
Mucks Better Bagels Back
For the Summer of Your Life sive. 1-800-410-PREP
Oh frabijoious day, my bagel's
Camp Wayne, NE PA. Counselor You will be responsible for own Mr. Plow okay! The bagels in the cafeteria
Specialists for all Land/Water phone. Lots'of parking. Casting Call For Body Art Maybe you are just a camouflage show some real improvement,
sports. Tennis; Outdoor Call 579-9690. Video
kinda person? Now how about poppy seeds, eh?
Adventure- Climbing/Ropes, Available immediately. We need your tattoos, body pierc-
Herschel Krustovsky
Camping, Mtn Biking; ings, brandings, etc. for a body art And I Love It
Sailing/Waterskiing/Boating; Roller Bedroom in luxury apartment for video that will be shown at the You caught me once, but what To My Fake Boyfriend,
Center. Interviews in conjuction rent. Rent minimal. Close to bus Equality Awareness Committee's you don't realize is that lam Happy New Year, honey. I'll never
with 4-School Job Fair in route and ammenities. Call for Annual Awareness Through Arts never asleep. lam always watch- forget that fake kiss we didn't
Kitchener on Wednesday, information. 570-9220 Gala!! ing you. actually have underneath the
February 6. On line application: Filming is the week of January 14 - Moi ha ha invisible mistletoe.
www.campwayne.com Roommate wanted to share 18. For an appointent email Marta All my love, Amy.
Call 1-888-549-2963 with 2 girls for a 3 bedroom base- at martawlu@hotmail.com with Oh Margie,
info@campwayne.com ment apartment. Close to WLU. the type of body art you have and You came
and you brought me a Rabs,
Fully applianced and immediate your name! turkey, on my vacation away from Like you said, it's the friends
$10.00/Hour Firm! occupancy. If you have any questions email workie. we're going
to remember. So
Door to Door Canvaser required Call Joe at 416-737-9663 Dave at dwellau@wlu.ca Homer here's to cheap Christmas wine
for local charity. Will Train. and making you smile. I'm here
Evenings and Saturdays. Cash Newly Renovated Come Out And Join The Fun Froggie, for you if you need me.
paid nightly. Transportation pro- 3/6 bedroom house. 12 month Do you like to skate? What's with the frog stance.
vided. Phone 747-5850 or fax lease. $500.00 inclusive. Free Would you like to go for a walk? Aren't you human?
T
resume to 747-1607 laundry and parking. skm walk to Come out and join the fun! Don Juan I'd call you but I'm not at home.
WLU. Call 416-737-9663 What: Annual Walk/Skate For You really don't have any friends.
Travel The World Teaching Memories. Door prizes, digni- Kissy, No Foul Play
English Room for Rent taries, "chuck the puck for a Watch yourself, busta, because
If you speak English you can teach 5 females looking for one room- buck", lots of walking and fun rink you never know who may be com- Designated
Hand Holder
English. Thousands of new jobs mate (also female) to fill empty activities. ing up behind you. I've got my I know your vacation must have
each month. Pay off your student room from now (January) to Where: Waterloo Memorial eyes on you... been boring without me. Get
loans. Become a certified TESOL April. Under five minute walk Recreation Complex, Father David Sugar S#s% over it. I might be the most excit-
teacher. A real opportunity for from campus, on Regina. $400 per Bauer Drive, Waterloo ing thing in your life. . . but then
adventure. 5 day certification month. Call (416) 239-0682. When: Sunday January 20,2002. Cade again most people think that,
course in Kitchener. Evenings and 9:ooam - 11:30am (Registration What's with all of the classified M
week ends. begins at 8:00) space this week. Are you trying
February 13 - 17th. Who: Waterloo Siskins Hockey to punish me? Books
An orientation meeting will be Team, Local Mayors (M.P.'s and Tired Classified Co-ordinator I have boughten 4of you and I'm
held on Thursday, January 24th at Guitar Lessons, Michael M.P.P.'s), Staff and Volunteers getting the rest of you used. I love
7:oopm in the Raddisson. Bennett Music from Alzheimer Society of K-W, Heartless Witch used books.
Personalized instruction in; and YOU AND ALL YOUR Your heart is made of coal. Maybe Andy Pushalik
I Electric; accoustic, classical, bass, FRIENDS! I might look like leather, but they
| theory, improvisation, ear train- Cost: $20.00 per person at the definitely don't sell me at Danier! Davi
Your Time Is Valuable ing. Centrally located. Serious door. Despite the fact that they don't let It sucks you aren't coming back.
At the Distress Centre you can study or just fun. 576-6881 Leathy' s in y° ur world, they do in Things won't be the same
without
volunteer providing confidential mine, but you have to have a you. Now our window will cer-
supportive listening to individuals Lute Lessons | heart as well. Guess you aren't tainly not break since you won't
in distress. I don't really know how to play, Looking for the curly haired invited However, I must agree. ... be throwing apples, timbits or
We provide complete training. but I'm a pretty fast learner, espe- Manitoba girl
I met at the Bomber I look hideous! Leather Face rocks at it anymore. Have fun
Call today. 744-7645 x317 daily if you're gonna pay me for on Wednesday. Write me back. without us. . . but not too much.
www.cmhawrb.on.ca it! Call Benny at 888-6361. The boy with the curly hair 02.02.02 (Feb 2) Be ready... Your favourite Conrad Girls
This is Your Opportunity to Change
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Keystone-
You know you waaannnt it!
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Pick up your order form in Student Publications v
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